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IBTr.Or-UCTIOU
One of the conspicuous characteristics ot the j resent day
is a widespread criticism of the Church. On many sides it is
said that the Church is not sufficiently acquainted with the
things that touch men's daily lives most closely; that is,
indifferent to social needs, or, if concerned an out then unahle
to make its interes t effective. Some criticises say that its
social outlook is UB.$>r ogr es£ive , and blind to the injustices of
the existing order; that it is unduly subservient to employing,
and property-owning interests. This criticism, however, always
stops short in Church history when it comes to the life and
teachings of Jesus Christ himself, for the social emphasis is
clearly seen in his life and work. The church, they say, has
side tracked itself from the real issues of Christianity, "'ho
can doubt but what there is some, yes much, truth in their view!
The hove ful Bign in it all, however, rests in the fact that
s one oi the criticism comes from within the church itself, and
that the church is beginning to see its failings and is trying
courageously to right them. The very writing of this thesis is
a proof of this statement* The average book dealer tocprj- is over-
stocked with books dealing with the social emphasis in religion.
There has been, in fact, a renaissance of the social viewpoint
and passion in the pest two decades. Preat changes have taken
place within church life in the past few years. The social gospel
is indeed being proclaimed again from the rulpit and through the
various activities of the church. The Church of tomorrow will
witnQ£o even a greater change.

A. TE^ raOBLEM STATED:
1. The lor 21 is Facing a Social Crisis :
To doubt this statement is to turn one's eyes from the scene
of social life today. Emotional platitudes will no lender cover
the situation. The world, of mankind is in unrest. The ?reet
War is already being swallowed tip in the stirring events that
have takien place since Armistice, furore has experienced, such
radical change? that her future is in a very delicate condition.
The Orient is at this very moment frothing under the strain of
International Imperialism. Out of it all, no doubt, is to come
£ new China. India is being stirred to its very depths by its
great leader Gandhi*, Russia at this moment is experiencing the
rei wn of a new social order and regime. Germany is making a
supreme struggle in her experiment o f Pepubli can form off Govern-
ment, while Frence and Belgium are tryin_ to rebuild, their war-
torn cities. South America, also, is in turmoil, in fact in
revolt. American imxeriilism in these small countries has at
last found a harrier. I'exico, apparently on good terms with no
rational group Braying back and forth linger temxorary
leadership and Oppression^ The United States, from outward
appearances, seems to be the least disturbed of all lencs.Even
so, one must admit the social unrest that exists even here.
This Country is noted for strikes and crime, two outstanding
social problems cf this age. Capital and. labor together with
problems of law, not to mention the other greet social iroblems,
give any country enough to worry about. Yes'. The world is in
commotion and a ^retter social saDvation must be found before
it is too late.
c
2. The Christian church if facing a Crisis in the
Social for Id:
In the midst of all this confusion a gr eat deal is being
said about the Christian Church. Tt is only natural, in fact a
hoi- eful sign, that humanity should look to the church in time
of great need. But as to how society looks at the church in
this hour is still another question. There are, jerhaps, three
great crouds in society, today, in regard to the Church. The
first group is composed of that vast christian army <=ncirclir
the ^lobe that look to the Church and its Christ as the supreme
Saviour of the hour. In the extreme onosite pf this view we
have a second gr 0UP °£ jeople who look upon the church with
aisgust, and openly express that there is no help or possible-
good there. In between these two opposing wings of society,
there exist a great number of people that are indifferent to
the whole situation. Social problems do not j. erplex them. They
are somewhat fatalistic in their attitude, tho on the whole
unconscious of it. On this basis of class ifi cati on, however,
we note that perhaps two thirds of society have their eyes
on the Church. What is the church to do about it$ Down through
the centuries the Christian Church has been preaching about a
certain Saviour of mankind. Mankind has been tela" that Christ
and His ethics provide the solvation of all human ills. The
Christ has been portrayed as a man of social passion and servic
and the fact that the early church existed for sociel service
has been clearly recognized. Put when this picture is placed
alon^ side the position of the present day church a vast differ
encfl is noted. A difference that cannot be harmonized'.

Some uninformed e oule have attempted a harmony. Put the
explanation has always "been drowned out "by the noise of actual
conflict and human suffering. The Church has not yet fulfilled
its whole duty. A £reat many of its leaders have sensed and are
sensing more and more each day this fact. A creat work is yet
to be lerformed "by the church in its valliant extension of the
kingdom of Cod, The mod' rn church nas already cut a cre^ ££f
out of this untouched social area "before unreached "by the church,
but this is only a start in the rip,ht direction. Put in what
way and how shall the modern church attempt a new ministry in
the social field? To what extent shall the church enter social
control? What are the social problems facing the church of today?
In what ways can these problems be treated by organized Christian-
ity? "That ty» e of organization and program does this necessitate
in church life? These, and other questions make EL] trie one big
problem raised, in this Thesis. It is a bi£ problem. One that is
not to bt settlec over aigat. Eut one the solution of which is
already uncer way*
B . THE AIM AI1_D FUgPOg E 01 THIS THESIS ;
1. The aim and purpose of this Thesis can be stated in
very few words. It i& the aim cf tail Thesis is to point out
the various social evils in the life cf today, and compare
or rather contrast them with the Christian religion, and
especially that organized portion known as the Christian Church,
2. The purpose of this thesis is to arouse the social
consciousness in the mind of the Christian churchman in such
({
1?
a way as to stimulate definite action on the part of Christian
churches to help meet the social needs of life through the
various means of organised Christianity. The latter part of
^ this Thesis is of a practical and su^estive nature, and is
t
designed primarily as an example of first stepls alon£ this
line •
V
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BACKGROUED FOR A SOCIAL rJi:ir>T?.Y
m
- Charter I -

- Chapter I -
THE SO CI AT, THEORY III HISTORY"
A. TEE BS&SIBG OF TEE WORD SOCIAI :
The vord social or society comes from the Latin word
socius, the root meaning of which involves the notion of
companionship or fellowship. This relationship may he of
a real intimate relationship or of a loose continuity or casual
intercourse. In regard to society we may think of it as a
natural grouping or of an artificial nature. One view considers
all mankind as a society, and the other lays stress upon the
interests and "bonds "binding certain groups together. There
are many different theories of social science, history and
growth. In the main most of the early social theories of
social developement were of a loose type. This j aper is
concerned primarily in the outworking of a social program in
the Church of today, and therefore is limited in its hist or ic
approach and development • The word social or society in this
thesis will thus embrace the general accepted meaning as stated
above
•
Bi SOCIAL III1JHJI6 IK TEE EAR II El AGES OF EIS TORY:
The very process of thinking in humen experience
inevitably leads to a consideration of life apart from the
mere individual sense life. One soun begins to generalize
his experiences and to develope rules of conduct suitable to
c
(
16
to the usual happenings of his daily life, and since the
experiences of man are in large neasure social it is not to
be denied that man has teen a social thinking being since the
dawn of human history* Professor Dealey states this fact in
this clear cut fashion j "Doubtless when primitive men first
began to think at all outside of the daily routine of food -
getting his thoughts oust ha.be turned periodically 'o the social
problems of life in resject to mating, warring, hunting, and
recreation, and to ve^ue philosophizing about his relations to the
many super natural beings that seemed to environ him throughout
his life'.'
1
Other than the customs and traditions that have come
down to us there is of course no accurate record. These are
sufficient, however, in furnishing us with abundant opportunity
for social study and research work, Explorers are continually
finding evidences of ancient civilizations. Eardly a day passes
in t/:ese times but what something concerning ancient social life
is revealed and made known, fine sayings aAd proverbs handed
down to us from the past are full of "Common sense and empirical
wisdom? " In later centuries these sayings were written into
holy books and oracles, sometimes considered as Divine r eve lati orE.
C. SOCIAL TEIBKI336 IB LAT3R AGES OF HISTORY;
1. The Instruction of Ptah-Eotep is considered as the oldest
complete books in the world, and it is a summary of the principles
of conduct and social standards current at the time it was
written (3630 h.O.) . Its contents is given in the form of advice
Dealey, James i.uayle, S ocioi.ogy its dove lor ements and
apj lica.ti ons
, p . 16 .
c
c
from a father to his son end was used in Egyptian schools as
a textbook of menners. 3ome of its declarations are; "Plunder
not the house of tenants, and let thy face he "bright what time
thou lives t, for it is a man's kindly acts that are remembered
1
of him in the years after his life'.'
2. In the teachings of Confucius self developenent and the
practice of right living are represented as the highest art.
iie argues that it is the business of every thoughtful man to
develop himself intellectual!;' into a superior tyj e of man.
The superior man as he pictures him is to find relaxation not
in bodil;- riassions but in the enjoyment of the fine arts, and
in friendship and free conversation with intelligent souls.
3. The Code of Hammurabi, king of Babylon about 2£.r B.C.
furnishes another type of information illustrative of ancient
social standards. In India we have the ancient religious teach-
ings such as may be found in the ?.ig-Veda and the other Yedantic
literature of India.
4. Plato, too, mv.st be taken as the best type of the social
theorist of his age, due to his prophetic inflight into the times
of his age, and his suggested standards of reform. lie taught,
for instance, that Justice is the re 1 aim of social organization;
that ever;7 person, male or female, noble or ignoble by birth,
should be given e<ual opportunities for advancement. Plato
believed, in education and government.
5« The Roman writers and thinkers favored the noble teachings
of right living, human brotherhood, and world justice in the
Epicurean and Stoic philosophy.
Dawson, Hilei I'.enender, The Bthioa of Confucius,
1915,
2 (hum, B.G., Wisdom of the But.
c
6. In the rise of Lohammedism and the si e cult. t ion tmong the
Saracens there is found the next really important contribution
to social speculation. In the latter half of the Tenth Century
there arose the Brethren of Basra, en ascetic body, who prepared
a system of theology and. religion. In the writings of Ibn Khaldun
are to "be seen the most distinctly social writings of that period
Khtloun believed in social evolution, and taught that society
revolved through various stages in its upward growth.
7. The renaissance of Yesterh Europe turned men toward even
a more scientific and social aiproach to life. Uprisings and
peasant revoltE became Quite common, as a result of the added
social thought and emphasis, though unsuccessful at first, these
social eruptions later become dominant and victor ious
,
such as
those of Switzerland, the Netherlands, Snglanl under Cromwell
and the American tnd. French revolutions of the following centurie
Along with scientific discoveries and. inventions that came in
rapid succession during this j eriod the socitl viewpoint is seen
to grow and develoi e to a marked extentm until today our very
socitl fabric is shot through with the highest and most thorough
tyjfe of social thinking and living thtt the world has ever seen.

- Chapter II -
THE SOCTAL TSAGHIBGS OF THE BIBLE
)
)
* -
c
19
- Chapter II -
THE SOCIAL TEACHINGS 01 TEE BIBLB
#
A mere eecular study of social theory end growth apart
from religious influence and history would be not only incoherent
but also incomplete. Especially is this so from the viewpoint of
social control and direction, whicjh is the very underlying
assumption of this paper. For if religion does not play an
important role in social control there can be no basis for a
social ministry in any local Church, The religious is so inter-
twined with the ethical that it is hard to separate them even
for analytical study. Back of any proposal there mjtst be some
sort of authority, The -^ible does not offer the sole authority
for a Social Ministry in the Church, but it is at least an
important pillar and background for such a study. In fact it is
most vital, for the inherent worth of the Bible as such cannot
be doubted or overlooked. Its very pages throb with social
fervor and emotion, and on the whole presents to the world the
most optimistic and wholesome social view arxi attitude that the
world has yet received a
# A. MOSES THE SOCIAL AGITATOR A1ID EXPOKKIIT:
o
Hoses was a social agitator, emancipator, lawgiver, Judge,
priest, prophet, brother, friend and savior of his people Israel,
Despite the luxurious environment place about him his social
insight pierced the injustice of his day, and aroused such a

social passion and loyalty that his life was finally thrown
into a social struggle that was to last the rest of his days,
and whose effectiveness was to echo down through the ages. looses
very early in life learned that God was a God of Justice, and
throughout his entire life he conducted a campaign for freedom
such as; ±. Education of kinsmen, Elders called together.
2. Organised his people for action.
3. Formulation of Just demands to Pharaoh.
4. Agitation of social principles "before Zing and
Israelites
.
5. Cause-, aided by operation of social andeconomic
laws e
Cacbury says that the revolt of the people or Israel under
the leadership of Loses was due to three factors, Industrial
oppression, the impulse for cooperation and the leadership of
o
Hoses .
B. THE SOCIAL MPHASIS IS fHE UM;
In the Decalogue of Deuteronomy (5:14-21, 27:17-24] every
son of Israel is solemnly warned against c omitting the supremely
unsocial crir es of murder, adultery, incest, theft, and bearing
false testimony, i fine social idealism underlies the grim
curses of the law, such as : "Cursed be the one who mafeeth the
blind wander out of the way? JBtc« According to Leviticus love
is the crowning characteristic of the social citisen( Lev. 19 18)
Love meant service, and to serve God was to make the principles
of social justice and service which they had endeavoured to
formulate the guide in every thought and act. ( Peut . 10
:
12
•
* Kent
, Social Teachings of the fr ophets and Jesus
,
g Chapter I , 19IT7
Cadbury, Henry J. , actional Ideals in the 0. T.
,
pp. 19 -20.
3 Dout.£7:l8-19,

In the earliest legislation there is a specific provision
that the yield of the fallow lands in the seventh year is to he
for the poori £r esunably
,
any one might gather what £,rew in these
untilled fields. One of the most gracious customs that developed
was that of gleaning. The forgotten sheaf was to he left for the
poor. The olive beatrere were not to go over the trees the second
time, and the gleanings ol the Yineyard were not to he taken by
the owner. There were three classes of poor in these days. They
s
were, the sojourner, the fatherless and the widow. Every third
o
year there was to be a tax for the poor. Still another provision
said that one mi^ht eat his fill of grapes as he pasted throu^n
his neighbor's vineyard and mi^ht eat of the standing grtin, but
4
oi course could not carry anythin^ awa; with him. In all these
provisions and others the spirit of generosity is seen, and the
social viewpoint of many years a£0
.
G. JgE SCCI.-'J. I DEAjg C_? JOE
The advance in religious and social ideals is apparent in
the drama of Job, written four or five centuries bef.re Christ.
Then accused of his injustice Job xro tests the integrity of
his life ano. declares the cause of Justice saying that he has
not despised the cause of his nan-serve r.t nor his mai c -s ervant
.
The fatherless boy and c^ r l from ohildho&d have been eared for.
lie has not seen any terish for I ent oi clothing, for they were
warmed with the fleece of his sheep. "I caused the widow to
sine for Joy" ,4 he says.
lEsodu« 83: 11. * Sent . ?A : 19- £1, Deut.14-.E8.
4 J ob 29:12-1;-
.
co
c
"To the singing of Psalms the sails of the Mayflower were
set to catch the winds that wafted the rilgrin Fathers to the
vhjte sand-banks of Gape Cod; to their music were laic the
foundations of the United States cf fimerica „ ".ring Cromwell's
activities in England, the Pea1ms, it is said, were his constait
companion and guide. The psalms deplored, the evil men that
sought the destruction of the weak; that widows and fatherless
chile ren Should be the victims of the wicked. "Bow long shall
the wicked, triumph? They break in pieces thy people, C Jehova,
and inilict thy heritage. They gather themselves together against
g
the soul of the righteous and condemn innocent blood 1.'
Jbhova/is pictured as the refuge of the poor. The virtues
of a righteous king are upheld as en example of social justice.
The fSalmi st declares that purity and honesty bring 3o6\*S
blessing. "He who hath clean hands, and a pure heart, v^ho
hath not lifted up his soul unto falsehood, s nd hath not sworn
a
deceitfully shall receive a bles.-ing from Tehova.' One "f the
most notable of social utterances found in the Mains is ihe
following: "Jehova, who shall sojourn in thy tabernacle? "ho
shall dwell in thy hoi}' hill? He that walketh uprightly and
wcrketh righteousness, and spec £etn truth in his heart; he that
elandereth net with his tongue, nor doth evil to his rriends,
not taketh a reproach against his neighbor; in whose eyes a
reprobate is despised} but who honoreth them that fear Jehova.
other o. ?..£. , The Pilgrims , z ?s .94: 3 , 3 W;24; * P8*l£.
Q
23
1, -2d± PECPHBT&s
The so called "Insurgent " prophatt of the Old Testament
# offer a great source for social ideals and passionate utterance
of a typ e of people who representee the free, the democratic
clanhr otherhood and the nomadic tradition of Israel, In
opposition to this class, there was the Priestly group, that
supported the eccleastical and j-olitical machinery of their
day. These two types of thinking have remained and perhaps
will always remain with us. J.B. Thomas says : 'Priesthood
develop es externally in elaborated ceremonial, sacred vestments
a self-p. erpetuating hierarchy. Prophetlaa developes internally
in a dePi er knowledge ofC-od and a growing sense of individual
responsibility to Kin 8 Pries tlyis m is exclusive, prophetism
on the other hand is inclusive. The prophet seeks to reform
and to Bhangs, while the priest seeks to retain and to petrify.
A study of the prophets is rich In its abundance of social
vision and thought* Modern writers have shown and are showing
that they were the real makers of the unique religious t.nd
social oife of Israel. "The fundamental conviction of the
prophets which distinguished them from the ordinary religious
life oi their day, was the conviction that C-od demands
^
righteous nei e and demancs nothing hut right eousness '.'*S^y~s
J Raus oh-enhtls ch
.
1. Isaiah was a fearless preacher to kings and nobility,
He denounced idleness, luxury, intemi-rar.ee and neglect of
sacret trusts. He condemned women parasites iven to vanity,
luxury and lensmtufl comfort. Pie deplored land grabbing and
Thomas
,
J.B, .Kelijo.n j ts prophets gjlg false prophets
,
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land monopoly. ww*©c to those who Join hoi-.se to house , who
aia field to field until there is no space left, and ye "be
made to dwell alone in the midst of the lend'.' 1 He denounced
graft, bribery and class legislation. Eypocracy he did not
like, and unethical worship he termed as false and an abomination
Isaiah spoke of Universal religion and ieace, even the "Prince
d
of Peace'.' He pictures how tm implir.ents of. destruction
shall become the tools of production. 'T'isdom
,
Justice and
peace were to be the essential characteristics of this ideal
state to cone. Philanthrophy is to be exalted, the opporesseu
freed, and Jehova worshij^ed universally by all people.
So much can be said concerning, the social massage of the
prophets that one hardly knows where to begin and where to en«,
However, some mention must be made of Amos, Hosea and Mieahi
]>o doubt Amos stands out as the leading social reformer of
Jewish history - "Listen, you Israelites, to this funeral hymn
which I am about tc sing over y u: * 7a.ir.en is Isrea.l, the Yiygin
never to rise; Barthbound, with none to uplift her, Prostrate
she lies '.'"Amos literally hated injustice, legal injustice
especially, hyjocrisy, avarice and exploitation, ^e had no use
for the idle rich, feminine frivolity, immorality, end the like.
2. Hosea was a victim o± the licentious a^e in which he lived.
Through his own litter experience Hosea comes to a vital under-
standing of God't love for his fallen people. He exposed and
denounced the immorality of his day, and in the same breath
spoke of God's love and. forgiveness to mankind, if the latter
would only repent and. turn to him. Only a change of heart
he eays, will satisfy God . lX«a.$:8, Ha. 9:6, Isa. 5:1-2.
G
3. fiioah, unlike Isaiah a nan of the city, />as a man of the
country and loved it. Isaiah loved Jerusalem, I-'icah hated it
and declared that the sin of the 1'ation culminated in its
capitol, and thus he saw it doomed. ?oth, however, were preachers
of social justice and righteousness, but from two different
viewpoints and "backgrounds. He declared that Prosperity ha d been
buitt ui on iniquity. "They build U£ Zion with blood and Jerusalem
with iniquity'.' ^Kicah fearlessly denounced exploitation and
legal corruption, cishonest weights end measures, and ill-gotten
^ains. Avarice and materialism he said kept exploiters andothers
awake to predatory campaigns . "*,7oe to them that work inicuity and
Z
work evil u; on their \ eds they covet fields, and seize them'.'
False prophets, mercenary corrupters of the truth will be left
without the helj, of Pod, and unethical worship together with
une t hi cal c one uc t
.
The proj>hets taught that religion and ethics are unseparabxe.
They were men of public affairs. They translated great religious
concepts and ideals into actual life, and it was in the latter
scales that they weighed the religious zeal of their day. Cne
seeking a real basis for a Social ministry in the Church of today
cannot overlook the Prophets and their message. If the inquiry
of this Thesis were to etoj here there would be sufficient baSj.o
of authority. The prophets prepaared the way for the coming of
the greatest social prophet of all times, Jesvs Christ.
'Hi can 3 ; 10, Mlcah 2-.1-F:.
*c
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F. JOHE EES BAPTIST
John was a radical. Josephus declares ti.it he was so
r ecolutionary that Ee.od feared a p ovular uprising, hence
John's execution."1" Like the other prophets "before him, John
assailed evil in high places. He emphasized lersonal righteous-
ness rather than miraculous intervention as the eseential
nest££e of the Kingdom. His underlying theme throughout his
life was the "brotherhood of man. Material "blessings must "be
shared ( Luke 3; 11 }. Extortion must stop. ( luke : 11-15)
Wrong accusation, violence and theft must cease. He preached
e message of universal democracy, "but not based on rece.
Jesis respected John, defended vnc praised him. John opened
the new era of Christian socialism.
6. ?£BtiS CHF.IST:
Jesus was born in poverty. His manger crib wes visiter by
the poorest class in lalestine. They were rou^h, crude and
neglected. T eir clothing was sccrty. They slept in the fields.
Jesus toiled with his hands end was known as the Carpenter's
son. He was supported by others later in his ministry end had
no place of hi» own to lay his head. Jesus announced that his
ministry was for the sick, the poor, the outcast, the prisons*,
the sufferer, the oppressed, the beggar, arr! the diseased.
Says Reus chenbus ch: ""ith imcontr oiled power to possess all,
he (Jesus) ownet nothing. He had no place to be born in but a
men's stable, no closet to pray in but the wilderness, no plfco«
to die but on the cross of an enemy, no grave but one lent by
a friend'.'** ^Josephus, Ant ioui ties , 18 ; 6 , £.
'paus chenbus ch, ^elter
,
J esus Christ $ Social ouett

It can truthfully "be said that the burden of the Christ
was more sociological than it was eccleastical or theological.
Jesus taught and demonstrated that the individual relation to
God is necessitated by a proper relation to mankind. They "both
interplay and. are in fact parts of the same thing. The first
sermon Jesus preached was in the form of a poem and filled with
social ministry from the first word to the last. Hare bc^ks
have been written dealing with the social emphasis in the life
of Jesus, in the last fifteen years, than any other phase of
his life or ministry. Students of his life are beginning to
realize more and more the stress Jesus placed on the social side
ol man's life. It is interesting to note that when John the
Baptist was in doubt as to the authenticity of Jesus and sent
a messenger to investigate such, Jesus replied; "Go and tell
John the things which ye have seen and. heard; the blina .'receive
their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the dea
hear, the dead are raised up, the poor have good tidings preacho
unto then? 1 In other words Jesus said, to John, if you want to
really know what my religion and praeti ce is, and whether or not
I am the real savior of the worla, then examine my works, the
practical and social work I do. That should be 8 nought to oo r.vio
anyone. The question this Thesis raises and attempts to answer
is ansT^ered in this one statement of Jesus. If the sociel test
was applied to Christ two thousand j»eprs a<_o , cannot it now be
used both as a norm lor the future and as a means c. ch< eking
UJ on the Christ] an work of today:
1
Luxe V ; .
c
Jesus regarded His mission as a universal redemption of
humanity, and for' thai reason established in his teachings and
life what he ot lj.ed the "Reign of God',' or commonly known as
the Kingdom of God. It is upon this concept of the JSingdom that
any theory or idea or practice pertaining to Christ and His
teachings must rely and. fortify itself. The scriptures tell us
that Jesus went everywhere preaching the -Kingdom. It was of
utmost importance to Him, and consequently mutt be of much
importance to his disciples today. Those in doubt as to the
ideals and. practices of Christianity should examine what is
said concerning, the Kingdom of God. The term Kingdom of God
occurs more than one hundred times in the first three Gospels.
3y the Kingdom of God Jesus meant a social order neither
entirely of God or of man, but of both, established in the IFor Id,
both inwardly t nd outwardly, of which He is the head* The
institution of the family gives us the best analogy, for as in the
family all nark for a com- on purpoa e and. recognize the rights of
all in the good of each, so in the Kingdom the controlling princi;
1
of action is to be love arc mutual helpfulness . Ken ere to seek
the Kingdom of God. first, confident that if they do, all other
interests will fall into their proper places. They are + o pray
for its coming upon the earth and they ere to live in the spirit
of their prayer* Its coming is to be attended by men's cooperation
and His purpose* Hidden though it be from those Bhose eye. are not
open to discern its coming, it is elreay present in germ form
in the seed, sown and now being sown, and will in time grow uj to
be an &ver shadowing tree. For the sake of the Kingdom everything
else
,
if need, be, must be ^iven up.

2?
It The Und or lying principles of the teg chinas of Jesus
as expres- ec. m the kingdom "of Cod :
a. The first great principle underlying the idee of the
Kingdom of God is that of the supreme worth of every personality
as a child, of God. The most fundamental element in the Christian
conception of the social life is the intrinsic worth of every
personality. In the mind of Christ each human individual has
distinct and measureless value as a child of God and a potential
member of Mis Kingdom. Parable after par*bit of Jesus stresses
the | r eciousness of s single life. The shepherc goes c> t to seek
a single sheep, the woman sweeps the house to fine one stray
coin, the lather yearns for a wayward son. Jf any one principle
is clear this principle of the intrinsic worth of human personality
certainly is. ttpon this one assumption rests the entire Gospel
as outlined bj Jesus. This, indeed is the initial step in the
Christian ladder toward a more perfect individual life or toward
a perfect society. In Hary Magdalene Jesus discerned the elements
of true womanhood. In vacillating Peter there was something
like a rock. In an unknown Syr o-Phonecic n woman there ware
elements of greatness. In a Roman soldier Ee found th gr^f-test
fad th. in a thief on the cross there was something that could be
welcomed in Paradise. The "Common people heard him gisdly" becsi.se
in them he discovered and reveeled rights arc possibilities
wnich others could not and did not see. i Ml sense of human worth
and dignity springs from the pages of the Go•pal* Professor
Vtughan of Poston University School of Theology once said in his
clasi
: "Cnce a hum being gets a vision of -od ha Btarte to climbj
X
ffiilh*if$8} Uc0rev > 2££ Church ajfl jnd^s. reconstruction .
n
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BBlieving in one's anprema worth as an individi^ the very
next step is to grant the seme to his neighbor, too, for he
is a unit of intrinsic worth, entitled to consid art tion for his
own sake and to oqual opportunity for seli-reaLiZction. Our
social view is something far mora than treating others as the
legal code demands. It is something more than an equitable
apportionment 01 goods. AH in the ramily, so also in society
at large, it is at heart the seeking of the largest good of all
the members of the group*
It is in this viewpoint of society that democracy takes toot.
Democracy is the attempt to realize this fundamental right of
every personality to self-expression through cooperation with
others in a common task. Jesus of/ended the Jews with his spirit
of international democracy. He gave favorable place to Gentiles
in Eazareth sermon illustrations, and throughout his teachings.
He declared that men will come crom everywhere into the Kingdom.
He showed little regard for distinctions not backed by personal
worth and character. He ignored pedigree, tradition, rank, and
social and economic differences. He sends rich Dives to hell and
poor lazarua to Heaven. The meek, He says shall inherit the earth.
The last shall be first and the first last. He ate with those
ceremonially unclean, publicans and sinners. The .Kingdom of T-od
is lard, for the rich to enter, but the poor, the maimed and the
lame will be welcomed. True greatness he taught was Character
and service, without them nothing mattered.
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2. The e e co nd j;r incij. le cf the KlngdOM as taught by Jesus
is that of the groTnVrnooc cT all Hen as the fnrary
relation "between man anj nan i
Hot only is nan an individual, and valuable as such, "but
he is more than a mere unit, he is also a member of a society $
whose inter e8 te he shares. Jesus regarded the society relation
as the family rela.ion in the hone, as previously stated. Those
who have one Father such as Chrast taught, cannot be distantly
related; one is their Batter, even Christ, and they are all "brothers,
then He taught his disciples to pray he said "Our Father y and
"Our daily "bread',' "Our treepasses", etcl
In this brotherhood the binding, rorce is love, and this
motive is central and controlling for all life. "hen asked what
the greatest commandment was, Jesus replied, "Thou shelt LOYI,
the Lord Thy God and thy neighbor as thyself V love therefore
according to the social teachings of Jesus is not only the central
principle for religion, but also for ethics and society. Jesus
told his discjLples that they would be kn wn as his disciples
by their xove for one mother. By love He did not mean. mere
emotion, but that view and motive that makes possible human the
solidarity implied in the conception of brotherhood, in other
words real love is social 9 and if it is really dynamic in one's
life the social consciousness is inevitable. This means that
human brotherhood must O o beyond class and differences, •aether
they be artificial or natural , so called. The concern for one
BUft become the concern for ill, and until this is realized there
can be no true brotherhood, ^ne has but to look about him toiay to
see and feci the need for such a viewpoint, even on the jart oi
so called Christians.
ci
(
t
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I . Tipe thir c dis tinct teaching in revere1 tc the Hin^d om
Ilea I as j r eg ent ed by Jesus is-, fne Christian t ea.c-hin£;
eg t c The law of "5"ervi ce .
Because of individugL worth we recognize the place of brotherhood
in social life, and because of this concept of society a third
underlying l rinciple is involved, lamely, recognition of mutual
service and helpfulness as the Christian way of life. ^.£ain we
think of the family where the spirit of comjelitive self-seekinc
and the existence of antagonistic interests have no place. Its
members share 8 common life whose benefits each receives and to
which each contributes according, to his i hi ] ity • "This is the spirit
that Jesus would have extend, beyond the r resent limits of the
home to the whole of the human family£ * Everything in society,
then, must nave service value. This ideal sees not imply that
all ELBn are er.ual in their capacity for service or that they ere
necessarily to receive the sane regard, but that the true standard
for £,oodne£e and. greatness is service. "He who would become great
among you must become the servant of all* Service, then, must
be the ultimate Christian norm for social values. The test for
any business or industrial establishment in society must rest
upon tiie extent to which it ministers to the well bein of the
whole. The attainment of this end is a part of the work of the
Church, and all who are a.nzio:s to see the &in£dom of "od come
on earth as it is in Heaven.
1
Qavert , Samuel KoOrea, The Chur ch and. Industrial Reconstruction,
19£1, p. 2: .
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-Chaptnre III-
-THJ2 SO CI AX WMIBTBJ II CHQp.CE HTSTOP.Y-
A. IHJS EARLY CHUECE:
In studying the social ministry as a proposed program for the
local Church of today, a very natural and logical question arises,
namely, did the early Christian Church practice the social teachings
that Jesus so definitely proclaimed and exemplified in his life?
Some sort of precedent is desired by the pragmatic world of today.
Sot only must the historic Christian Church of the first few
centuries he kept in mind, but also the Church of history as it
extends down to us. "To what extent were" the social aims of Jesus
seized and carried out by the Church wich called itself by his
name? Did his early followers have the same all embracing and
lofty conceptions of the kingdom of God, the same passionate
love for justice, and the same humane tenderness and brother ly
freedom which makes the soul of Jesus the luminous centre of our
moral and spiritual world?""1'
It must be remembered, however, that the Churches of the
first generation were not churches in our sense of the word.
The first Church was not a group of people hallowing some certain
dogma, but a group of people having had a deep religious experience
and were practically attempting to live together in a common
brotherly life. One writer pictures the early Church as a social
community with a religious ideal and basis. They prayed together
but they also ate together. rfiey had no Church build inge but met
1 Raus chenbus ch, Walter, Christianity and the Social Crisis,
p. 93, lSlfc.
c
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in the homes of their members. This alone set it aside as a
r epr esertetive of the social ministry. Tehir clergy was not
distinct from their laity. They were very democratic in their
^ attitude toward one another, and because they had to live
together and sex - arete themselves much from society, they had
to find nearly all their social relations, pleasures and
interest within the Christian community or Church. At the very
outset of the Christian Church, after the departure of Jesus,
the disciples continued the life they had lived with the Taster.
They went on doing as they had done with Him. They had one
com. on purpose. He had cared, for the wants of his family like
a father, and they acknowledged that they had. never "been in
want while with him. They were now away from their old. life,
among themselves, and so continued their Christian relationship
as brothers and. shared their posessions in common.
J-n the first century the methods were crude and rather
spontaneous, but the spirit of it was much purer than in later
times | From the very outset widoews and orphans were extensively
cared for. In 2wo hundred and fifty A.D. (250 A.D. ) the Church
at Rome had fifteen hundred d%:endents of that kind, under its
care. The Church gave proper burial to the dead of the poorer
classes and ministered to them in a true social fashion.
40 Fornutately for the Christian Church it spread first to the
cities. There it touched with the heart throbs 'of the world
and thus became grounded, in the heart of the world's activities.
Its first converts wen among the lower and midcle classes, the
working class and. slaves. ?or this reason early Christians were
Vf
<
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so often regarded es inferior. They were nicknamed "Christians"
at Antioch and the name soon spread everywhere where disciples of
Jesus carried on Christian worship and ectivitieis. That the
early Christian Church was an tremenduous social help to early
christians cannot "be doubted. It took the place in their life
which ioeges, insurance companies, welfare societies, fraternities
and the like have taken arc are taking in the life of the poor
and middle clas; es today, pari Kautsky says : "But even in this
weakened form Christianity for centuries accomplished great things
in counterccting pauperism. Though it did not abolish poverty
it was the most effective organization for alleviating the misery
growing out of the general poverty within its reach. And that
was perhaps the strongest "ever which lifted it to success'.'
Host social organizations follow natural lines of cleavage,
s uch as kinship of blood, tribal and racial prejudices, financial
profits, social protection and stand. ing, but Christianity ignored
these altogether. It cut across the natural and conventional
lines. It tore down the existing barriers with irres t ible force
and brought men together by a new principle of stratification.
The Churfcih at Jerusalem offers an excellent example of the
social ideal and emphasis of the early Church. The scripture
sai s the following: "All who becrme Cliristians were together and
held all they had. for the common use. They sold their property
and goods, and shared the proceeds according to their individual
1
c
needs'.'
c
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B. TEE ECCLj^S 10LOGICAL 2CLIPSS OF SEE SOCIAL MI HIS TRY Ii:
LAP8R HISTOP.Y OF TEE CHRIS TI AIT CEUF.CH:
That Christianity through the Christian Church set out with
a great social ideal cannot "be doubted. The very core and heart
of the ear ly Church was the ho^ e of seeing a divine social order
established . on earth. Put as Reus chenbus ch says: "Hardly had
the social ideal of Christianity risen above the horizon when
it went into a long eclipse?"^" In other words the social emphasis
shifted from the center of Christianity to the circumference.
The process is being reversed at the present time, and more and
more the social aspect of life is being taken under consideration
Time will not permit a detailed study of thll fact, but it
is commonly admitted by Church historians that the later Church,
especially after the third century, began to be institutionalized
The religious-social emphasis was changed to the doctrinal and
ritualistic. Formalism entered the door of the Church and
religion became not so much of a daily living asit did a daily
or weekly form of ritual. The so called conversion of Constantino
had a hindering effect upon the social ministry oft he Church.
The influence of the Roman Government tho good in many respects,
was detrimental in the social side. Romanism tended to legalize
Chris tianity
,
while the Greek influence theologized Chr is t&anity
•
Creeds and dogras were a natural outcome of such influence.
"Imagine Jesus, with the dust of Galilee on his sandals, coming
into the Church of St. Sophia in Constantinople in the rifth
century, listening to dizzy doctrinal definitions about the
relation of the divine and the human in his nature, watching the
Reuschenbusch, 7titer ' Ghr ani zi nC the Sock. 1 Order, p. 6?
r4
priests performing the gorgeous acts of worship, reciting
long and set jrayers, and offering his own body as a renewed
sacrifice to their ^od . Has any one evt-r "been mi sunders t ocd
1
as Jesus has?" This same spirit and attitude continued on
down through the c«=ntiiries in the main body of the Church,
in spite of many ernuptions along the way . This eclijse is
about to "be lifted, however, from the Sun of righteousness.
The Church today is taking a special interest in the social
welfare of mankind and the social passion is age in in the
air. The writer of this paper hoies that the Church shall soon
exalt the sociil ministry and so n make great strides in
bringing into the world the kingdom of God as Jesus intended
it should be.
1
Kaus chenbusch, Walter, Chr Is t ianl zing the Social Order
,
94-95.
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-Chapter IV-
IHB CHAI&S1&2 QF 11:3 SOCIAL MINISTRY
At IHS TORID-WID:-: UxiRSST OF THIS AS£ DBEAEDS THS ATTE3JTIOH
OF THE CHRIS TIAB CHURCH:
I. That the world, ie experiencing a vivid social unrest
cannot he doubted* 2he crest of this unrest is indeed not r^t,
as some vain optimists would have us "believe. In fact as one
great tocial propket and. student of international affairs says
it is in reality just beginning, and gathering momentiun as it goes.
America has not yet felt the full sweep or impact as yet, but
the jar is inevitably scheduled to arrive, perhaps within the short
space of a generation The world is being shaken, and it is the
social forces of humanity that are instigating and empowering most
of the unrest f if not *kll of it, Kirby Page msfces the following
stiiking statement: "The peoples of the earth are in commotion.
From every quarter we hear of inn us trial strife, war, revolution,
and widespread unrest. Kation is arrayed, against nation, class
1
against class. '.That the future holds no one can telly Li*. Frank
H.Limoncs, the eminent newspaper corses roncent says: "It seems
to me about an even thing whether Buropa ctn be saved or will
sink into anarchy and chaos 1 Hr« Roger '.'".Babson, noted statician,
recently made the statement that "Te are in a. most critical
O
period'.' Something is the matter with our j resent social order*
It seems that R.h.Tawney of Balliol College, Ofcrd, has
isolated one phase oi the trouble when he says:"Te have a society
in which rights and privileges are sujreme
, »,nd in which functions
l.t.
Pa^e, Kirly, Industrial Facts. £eo.H.I>oran Co.,1.?.
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and obligations are only secondary. In such a society the chief
concern of individuals Is the acquisition oi weplth and power.
The individual becomes the center of his own universe?
2, Social life today is far from healthy, Lot that st
at.es neve "been any better, hut that the present one is not what it
£ hould be. The nod. ern era has witnessed a gigantic growth in
material wealth and froeperity, and so called "progress" has out-
run even the highest fancies of men's thinking. But there has not
been a corresponding advance in the morel and religious growth
of the people© literally billions have been spent for ca terial
advancement .vith only a small portion utilized for social uplift
-
ment • This uneven developement could do nothing else "but invite
in fact command social unrest, injustice , and wrong-doing. Cnly
the social cure can hop© to recover for society its balance and
equilibrium. It is in this aspect that religion must play its
role, if it is to live and to influence humanity. Life in ths
past was somewhat segregated. Today it is not so. P.eligi on aid
especially the Church, which is the organised expression and
instrument of the Church, must show its hand in social fabric,
or forever withdraw from society ss a social institution. Any
theory of Social ministry within the Church must consider every
phase of social life, anc survey the field of unrest and per-
plexity. C.uite a little attention is given to these ^r obi err 8 in
t ue next section. Such jr oblems must be reviewed end understood
at least in part befbre an adequate program and organization can
be devised for an efficient Social Ministry within the local
Church of today
Pa^e, Zirb;
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Industrial Unrest, George H.Loran K-.b.Co.,
TTF.
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B. TgE CAUSES OF SOCIAL UliF.ifiST AS WITpSSKD IU IIOZHRE
3 C CIA I PROBLMfl:
Christian people are inherently commi I ted. to certain funda-
mental principles concerning our social lile. Th es e , in part,
have already been reiterated, namely, the sacred worth of human
personality, the primary relationship among men in the form of
"brotherhood, and. the controlling motive of service and mutual
helpfulness as the motive in human conduct. This can "be said to "be
the Christian attitude toward, social life. In the light of these
principles the following social conditions and problems offer
the modern Christian a vivid opportunity to Apply his Christian
ethics and ideals in actual life. These various social evils and
perplexities cannot adequately be treated in such a treatise as
this, but at least in such a degree as to offer insight into the
issues that Christianity and especially the Church is facing today.
1. India trial as pects inconsistent with Chris tian prin cir les
and ideals ;
The supreme motive in industry today is from the viewpoint
which regal' ds labor as primarily a means for the iroduction of
weAth, rather than as the human ends fee the sake of whom wealth
is produced! Pro fees or bTvooI says in denouncing terminology that
the real causes for industrial unrest and all social unrest today
1
is due to the unchristian "mores" of Western Civilization. In other
words, LIr.Slwood says that the very heart of modern thinking is
pftgOB and unchristian, and must be removed before permanent welfare
can be effected in society. The labor has been and is still con-
sidered in many I laces merely as a "comr.odityS This impersonal
1 Ulwood, Charles .... Beoonj t rue rj on of religion, p.ior.
c
view of the working nan has of course made possible nuch
social abuse and i#justice Nothing "but applied Christianity
canr einove t ha stain of such a vice
Er« Seebohm P.owntree says "In the field of industry the
atmosphere is as highly charged with electricity as in that
of international relations. Capital and labour , each suspicious
of the other, stand by their guns ready for defence, or, if the
occasion serves, for offence, while industry languishes and
the moral of the nation is weakened by the long-continued idle-
ness of nearly two millions of her peopled Statistics show
that American alone has been averaging over three thoie and strike
a i"ear for the last five years, some five times as many as
Great Britain, and mare then v ny other country in the world.
Since the world v/ar this unrest has been very noticeable . It is
not to be slighted or treated with surface ex] lens t iors or
remedies of a light sort, for behind it are the forces that
will make or break Industrial life of the future. &n the final
report of the Federal Commision on Industrial P.elations, the
four fundamental causes of unrese in America were given as
follows: Unjust ois tribution of wealth and income.
Unenployement and denial of an opportunity to earn
a living.
Denial of justice in the creation, in the adjudication
and in the administration of the law
Denial of the right and opportunity to form effective
organi zati on.
Accurate statistics show that large groups of industrious
people la ck sufficient food, clothing, and shelter to maintain
a decent and wholesome existence. 'Jheir bodies are undernourished
and overstrained in their struggle with want Barker says: "The
tragedy of the situat ion gr ows apialiing when one considers that
^.owntree, Seebohm, Industrial BflgMli P«*.
rc
a large cle.es of thirfty and industrious re oil© who from
lack of sufficient wage and foretight or from sickness or
mishap, are living on the ragged edge of poverty, They are in
constant danger of slipping from the narrow-border of self-
support to that of chronic dependence V
1
There are four million
people now in the United States of America living on some rorm
of public relief, not to mention as many more living in the
presence and sting of economic want. This situation is certainly
most unworthy of a modern civilization such as ours I The extent
of poverty is "beyond the imagination of the ordinary person.
Hr « John Simpson Penman in his book on poverty says ; "It would
be a conservative estimate to say that there are two pillion
families living below the fair standard. That would mean that
about ten million persons are living in poverty, or at the margin
2
of the minimum standard of existence? Maurice Parmelee states
that "We have plenty of evidence that the number of those who
do not even r each the lower minimum standard of living is very
3
great, probably exceeding ten per cent of the population? Still
another remark is made by Dr. Edward T.Devine, when he states
that "the difference between misery of the Inferno and the
misery of Pew York is not so much one of degree. Hen and women
and children suffer, if not so much as in hell, at least to the
full limit of their human capacity. It is not in its diversity.
There are more kind I of misery in Pew York than i-flton ever
4
dreamed of in his blindness J
J
Barker, John I.:. The Social gogjgejl end the Hejf Eg a
,
p. 85.
Penman, John Simpson, " Poverty and Social Progress ? p. 105.2 Parmelee, Mauri oe, Poverty and *x ogress
, p. 105.
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low wages and umejpjiloyment offer two other vital aspects of
the present industrial situation. It is a iact that a k rge
profortion of our total population receive an income insufficient
to enable then to maintain a decent or comfortable standard of
living* Tax reports for 1918 showed that less than 15 p.- r cent
of the families of America received a net income of two thousand
dollars and less than seven per cent received a net income of
three thousand"!- Less than one half of the families of wage earners
employed in manufacturing and mining earn in the course of the
year less than enough to support them in anything like a comf or table
2
and decent condition. The average number of employed in thia
country has been two and a half million workers, or nearly ten
per cent of the active supply. It must be remembered in connection
with financial figures that real wages are not measured by cellars
end cents, but by the purchasing power of the money „ A nation
that permits these conditions to go unchallenged has an uncertain
foundation. The time has come when the Church must help abolish
the conditions which tend to create such inadequacy and injustice
While thousands of workmen are seeking in vain for employment
and accepting wages below par, there are other thousands working
twelve hour 8 per day. In 191$ the Inter church Report on the Steel
Strike of 1919 discovered that: "Approximately half of the employ-
ees in iron and steel manufacturing plants are subject to the
schedule known as the twelve hour day? Thich in reality meant rrom
eleven to fourteen hours per day. It was our own Mr* Hoover who
recently remarked that the twelve hour day "transgresses to a
point of inhumanity?
1 Internal Revenue Statistics, treasury Dept. U.S.A. 1921,
^Senate Tocunent 1.0.145(415) 191b.
Inter church Peport on the Steel Strike, 1919.
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To the Industrial evils mentioned above might be added
numerous other factors of worthy note that cannot not "be dis-
cussed in this Thesis. They are ; The overemphasis upon compe-
tition arid, the depreciation of cooperation; inefficiency,
due to lack of training or to personal defects in character;
suppression and intimidation, through control of the presf
andplatform and through labor spies and under-cover men^
inhuman working conditions end equiptment ; lack of arbitration;
industrial paternalism, and so on,
Z% the pnoblem of J^ubli c health and dis ease as endangering
the social welfare of humanity presents a real \ T~~_ en
t o the 1 o caT^Chur ch ;
"Christianity's relation to public health commenced in the
first centuries of our era. The early disciples knew 11: tie oi
the relation between vice and disease or between morals and.
health; yet they were a little later to make a raoraumsntal
damonstration of the value of religion to the stability of the
p
Roman Bapirel 3o states Gutting in "The Church and Society'.'
The philosophy of Christianity is prevention. To be sure it
is also redemptive, in that it reclaims, but its primary aim
is to prevent The extent and costs of disease in the united
States is as follows:
a. I»ea±h r ates for registration area, which includes
eighty-five a.od three tenths < ercent of the total, population
in the United States per one thousand persons was in 1900 -
Seventeen and six tenths; in 1910-1915 - Fifteen per cent;
in 1919 - twelve and nine tenths per cent; in 1921 - eleven
and four tenths p er cent and in 1922 - eleven and eight tenths
Cutting, The Church end Society, p. 97.
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t>. There are three million seriously ill at all tines,
of which forty-two per cant is preventable which would add fifteen
years to extension of life. Sick rates at the a^es of thirty-g^ve
to forty-four years is nearly double that of from fifteen to
twenty-four years.
c. There is an annual economic loss from preventable
disease ana death of one billion five hundred million dollars;
tuberculosis alone costs one billion dollars per year; typhoid
fever one hundred and thirty- five million; hook worT two hundred
and fifty million and malaria one hundred million dollars.
d. In 19£2 the Government spent fourtean million dolls rs
for cure arid sixty million for prevention.
Public health officials are poojkjj x?aid. Is it reasonable
to expect than to stimulate in the local community life an adequate
health campaign? 7hile Christianity has established her hospitals
asylums, homes, dispensaries , -yet there remains a multitude of
victims of accident and disease, with whose distress she is as yet
little acquainted and for whose welfare she is not sufficiertly
exercising herselfo There are four million sufferers of tuberculosis
in the United States today,, Of these, three hundred thousand have
not sufficient means to enaols them to obtain necessary medical
care. Two hundred thousand die annually ir om this plague in this
Christian Country, Fifty per cent of the three hundred thousand
cases are in the early stages and could be prevented and cured©
Dr,Simon li.Petten hae declared that a community's death rate is
the measure of its Clirist ianity . Many times we have measured
the Char ch work by membership instead in terms of output |
3V
9 ^8
Prior to 1912 thera were in the 'Jnited States fifteen or
more matiSh factories where over sixty- five : er cent of the
employees were working under conditions exposed to the fumes
w of phosphorus end phosphorus poisoning© ADOut twenty years ago
it was discovered that women were djiing off within eight weeks
of work in certain factories in England, because of exposure
of white lead I.lr. Cutting in The Church and So cie ty r eminds us
that it was L'OT theChurch thet discovered the condition and
corrected it. Why wasn't it? He asks.
Because of the fact that the afflictions of humanity are
largely preventable, Christianity and the Church comes face to
face with the problem of fulfilling her spiritual responsibilities
to the worldo To be sure the Church cannot do it alone, nor
need she, but the Church could lend a m^^ntj hand to the
Government in supporting corporate unity in doing away with
many human ilb. As it is the average Christian"*tand8 by 7 tho
individually he is pleased at all such constructive vork by
and through the help of other agencies „ The fundamental principle
of disease prevention and the guaranteeing of a certain degree
of health is nothing other than the Golden rule put into practice.
The Church of today faces a real challenge even in this very
narrow aspect of the social fieldo
3 3
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3. j?he problems t o "be faced in politics and the very
serious resuIFs in a democracy as concerne the Church :
Professor Raus chenbus ch says: m£jtj shifting of the economic
equilibrium from one class to another is sure to be followed by
a shifting of the political equilibrium. If t class arrives at
economic wealth, it will gt in political influence and some form
of representation? ^ It is easily seen that a clase which controls
legislation will legislate for its own enrichment. As someone has
said: "Politics is embroidered with igtriotic sentiment and phrases,
but at the bottom, consciously or unconsciously, the economic
interests dominate it always? Economic inequality cannot be
married to political equality. water will seek its own level, and
so it does in icliticso Lincol once said that the Republic can
not be half free and half slave « ftt« In©quailti es and injustices
of the social order must go before an ideal political situation
can be evolvedo
He who lives in this day and - ge cannot doubt the power of
capitalilM and. "Interests" over the machinery of our Government.
The news papers are full of such corruption, nevertheless it
continues and willcontinue to do so until such agencies such as
the Church are aroused to such anextent that they rise as one body
and strike at the deadly evil. In the wcy of taxation it can
safely be asserted that throughout history the strongest rave been
taxed the least and the weakest the most* In the year 1901 an
investigation by S. »V.Eemi as in °hio showed, that while farms and
homes were taxed or rather assessed at about sixty per cent of
their value, railway! were assessed at thirty-five ier cent down
^-Rauschenbuech, falter, Christiar.it:- tnd the Social Crisis, 2f?,

to thirteen per cent of the market value of their stociss and
bonds
»
The courts have not escaped the ins tr ument
,
either, of
political treachery and ant i- democracy • In 1902 v?nen Conr.ectict.it
revised its constitution, it was proposed to make Jury triale
mandatory in damage suits. The active "Corporation £roup" in
the convention bent its chief interest towarc the defeat of the
pn pos it ion. This demonstrates that the experience of the
cor i orat ion, Judges must be more favorably disposed to them than
Jurieso The recent scandal in the State of Pennsylvania enl
also in Illinois show forth the possibility and even extent of
political intrigue and. degradation that has cor.e to j ass in our
so called Democracy* Has the Church anything to say when such
is taking place next door? Professor Giddings said before the
nineteenth Century club in 1904 that "'.Ye are witnessing to-day
beyond question, the decay, perhaps not permanent, but at any
rate a decay of republican institution* J Many American cities
are noted for their corrupt political _,ovenmr.ent s . How can
the Churci. of Jesus Christ propct e to extend the Kingdoa on
earth, when such Valuable instruments and necessary means such
as political Government affords is manipulated in such a way
as t o make for the autocracy of the minority instead of the
majority? If the Church has any Social Ministry, end it has,
it certainly has some work to do in the fields of politics,
i
1 The Outlook, September 21,1901, p.lfO.
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4 „ la lessnesfc and Crime as_ the;7 effect the sc cic 1
order today :
Levies sues e end crir.e Bay not bewilder many of the
-aliens of todey, tut it is e most vital problem in the
United States. Crime hes teen defined as "an;- act, or omission
to c.ct, punished by society as a wrong against itself'.1 Crime
can thus he a definite action that is anti •social* or it cen
te the mere atsence of the action in doing; good. Much, of modern
social legislation is of the positive sort, such as requiring
the manufacturers of food products and patent medicines to latel
their goods honestly, the factor; owner to take due precaution
for the health and safety of his employees. Manytimes social
legislation consist of requiriiig the individual to do things
for the greater common good* Crime is not crime until it is
so recognized by society and due action taken. Someone has said
that crime is the violation of the laws of man, vice the oil ease
against one's pelf and transgression the tree king of the divine
lavo This is rather stereotyied, however, for in reality all
true laws are divine.
Crime today extends into most every field end can hardly
te classified accurately,, 3ech year about five hundred thousand
persons commit crimes, in jimishment for which they are committed
to some J enel or reformatory ins titution. Then we consider, how-
ever the thousands who are not a; prehendrd
,
these that esc pe
through the meshes of the lew, together with the thousands that
are let off through fines and the like imagination furnishes ue
with somewhat of a picture of the great host of humanity that
are on the outskirts of social order and ieece In the year 1910
the tot i minter 0±' prisoners and juvenile delinquent s in the
IF
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United States was one hundred thirty-six thousand four hundred
and seventy-two. ?he Church, as a social institution aiming for
thl betterin_, of human conditions on earth as well as in heaven
must consider these facts.
On February sixth, nineteen hundred and twenty-five, at
the regular meeting of the executive committee cf the Associated
Industries of Kass achusetts , Dr. Walter S. Athearn of the 2oston
University School of Religious Education and Social Service
made known in graphic style the crine condition prevailant in
this country. Quoting from an editorial in the Boston Herald
of January fifth, the sv.r.e year, he said; "A commutation recently
mace places the charge upon every inhabitant of the country at
eighty-five collars per year, inducing all the costs, "both
direct and indirect, that can he traced to crime. fhl total
1
anr.u&l cost of crime is set down at ten Dillions of dollars'.'
It has been demonstrated that the average age for Furglary
in 1913 was twenty-nine years, while in 1?£C it went as low as
twenty-one years. In robbery, hold-up men, bandits, etc. the
figures reduced from twenty-eight to twenty-one y^ars. In
grand larceny, twenty-nine to twenty-three. In bia^my and wife
desertion, thirty-two to twenty-eight. In 192? the tverage
automobile thief was nineteen years of age, with seventy-six
per cent under twenty-five, eighty-five } er cent under twenty-
one, and fifty-one per cent under eighteen. In othf-r wards
:.:ore than half of the automobile thieves are boys of high
school ege. Dr. .'altej' 21. Athearn summarizes the conditions
regarding Crime in t his country in the following outline-.
1
Athearn, 7/alter S. Crime Prevention , p.7.
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a. Lillions of iaeri can children unreached "by
the educational jr ogram of enjr Church.
b • A low level of ethical ideas in selected sap.fles
of American youth.
c. A high BUfeej t i bility to immoral conduct among
typical croups of American youth.
d* A rapid growth of juvenile delinquincy.
e* A rapidly spreading emphasis on agnostic and
materialistic views of reality which tend, to
eliminate a personal wo<? from the life of the
rising generation.
f. An army- of untrained, unsupervised voluntary
religious teachers attempting to teach mora lity
in poorly equipped and meager2y supported religious
s chools,
g. Commercialized amusements and the ihfluence of
vividly portrayed criminal conduct in the dai ly
iress andon the movie screen.
"The crime wave is due to the ahscence of an adequate program
of moral and religious education for the childhood and. youth
of the nation. Our children are not "born crooks or degenerates.
They "become criminals by bal training or from the lack of moral
training f Since the year 1685 four thousand people have been
lynched in this country. This me. kes an average of one hundred
every year. Three young men were Just recently executed in the
Char lest own electric chair for murdering a car barn watchmar, in
'.Vat er town. Prisons are full of young men. Crine teen to adorn
rather a "popult.r" asiect with many youth of today. Crir.e inter-
feres with goud. government, social peatt and happiness, and
individual growth and prosperity. It cannot be overlooked in
work of the Church. Facts must be faced and definite solutions
attempted or social ruin is inevitable end with it the very decqr
i
of religious life itielf At hear n, alter S. .Crime Prevention,
• p. 25.
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4 . Ch&i ity and philanthroj ]y at_ they effect the Church ;
"Unfortunately'; sai'S Dr .George B.Kanfold ot the Haw York
school of Philanthrope, "the philanthropic vcrk of the Church is
precisely the dexartnent against which serious charges ha%e been
made which inc icate tardiness to comxly with the recent demands
1
of irogrestV The medieval church got into much dif . iculty in
its plague of indiscriminate, emotional and irrational charity
work. Deceit and nisr ej res entati on and fraud were evident in
thoso days, and they are not eliminated from philanthropy yet.
It has sometimes "been quite evident that the relations between
the churches and efficiently controlled charitable societies are
not altogether friendly. Continuing Dr .Jflanfold says
: "Shall not
the churches give increased attention to the various lines of
social activity, study them comprehensively, and utilize their
membership to the best advantage?"
If the social cospel is so §9 eat a i art of the gospel, in
fact is the costal itself, how are to account for the fi ct that
the churches iiave not led the way in the philanthropic ministry?
Whj should needless pain, misery and suffering go unnoticed and
untouched within s onte throw of the average church? Hundreds of
mothers are forced to help earn a living these days, and the care
of mcst of the children haae been left to chance. Various nursery
schools have been established in many comrunitie e throughout the
country and some places in Europe. Does trie church not have a p. rt
to play in thie gracious ministry, or must she leave it entirely
to the efforts of clubs, schools and virions phi lanthror i c agencies?
Hew is the church to relate itself to modern institutions for charity
and x hilanthropic enterprise? These are onlv a fra of the problems
facing the modern church,
*
'ilFv01^
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6 # The c hiiroh and race relat ions :
That the church faces the problem of rer.ovi
r
L thfi £o called
"color line" ie not to "be minimized in any way* A tremendmus problem
laces civilization itself in the race problem. The backward races
oi the world are asserting t hens elves for the first tine in a united
fashion. America has a race problem of its own, not only In its
Mgxo population, but also in its foreign ^roup ras id ing here.
a. The color line is Tfirj evicent in the vocational world. Of
one thousand. 8 1125 hundred and aightyraight accreditee schools of
nursing in Aneiica, only fifty- four report that they adr.it colored
students; one thousand five hundred ar.d eigJaty—aighS reported they
do not. Sixty-fiix hospitals reported that they do and one thousand
live hundred anc seventy -six reported, that they do not use colored
graduate nurses regularly. Sometimes they run the*'1 in ac "sp ecials '.'
1
City railway companies will not hire colored motornen or conductors,
£ivin£, as their ezcuse that "they are not reliable',' yet the same
directors of those corporations will hire nagro chauffer to drive
their families through the Qfowdad traffic lines of the cities,
wliere danger lurks every step 1 of the way* This is an economic
phaaa of the whole race problem, than men's livelihood are at stake
their passions are quickly aroused.
b. Faciei antagonism may arise from differences in national
temperament and cheracter. Such differences cause occasion! of
nifcunc ers tand.in^ and dislike. The virtues most highly este^red and
thi vices visited with the severest condemnation vary .-mon£ different
peoples. Ihftt ana the Church do to relieve this situation?
c. Differences in civilisation also ofrers room for much
isand crstanding and trouble.
1
Barring - Landis, Tht Ohur ch ag fl
3 oci al relati ons, p7IoI^
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Civilisation is ruled by a conservative instict. This att*. ehment
to old and triec wr.ys is set-n in the powerful reactions among
etstern peoples against the inrush of western civilization. The
iresert cay trouble in Chine arc" India reflect this verv problem.
This conservatism is also an Important factor in the attitude
of the west toward orient*. 1 imnigri' tion. A vital problem such as
this rightfully c emanei the attention of the ehureh*
d. The problems of r<.-ce buj erior i'ty and int er-marr ia^e also
effect social lile today. The white man's claim to superiority
it sometimes blatantly pro claim ed. , and more often cuietly taken
for advtntt.^es in sociel life. Intermar-'ic is rather an effect
of race feelin£, than the cause of it. hevertheless it does present
a complex problem. Chris tiani ty must act soundly and consistently
along raolal lines if it ever hopes to bring in the Kingdom of
~oc
.
7 . Trie Chur ch and the immigration pr oblem j
Our ; resent fc r ei n-b or n fepulatfeen is about seventeen
million and there ere son.e twenty-milj ion more of immediate
foreign extraction, About one fourth of the children in the
United States live in the homes of the foreign torn. Thi par-
centa^e of foreign born farmers is greater than that of native
born in t- number of our states. The faajeign language rress in
America includes some fifteen thousand pub li eations with a
circulation of eight million copies and with a reading public
of possibly sixteen million. Certain sections of the globe are
bec&mlng overcrowded. Certain of the nations are se-ki:.^ expansion*
r.acefe are desirous of nixinu th«-ir blood end attemj. tij£ a new
civilisation together. How are we ^oip.£ to solve such difficulties
in the aear future?
7^
Qity Churches are up against a real irotlem in this line. Lore so
than the rural parishes. 1 + is the problem of assimilating its
1'orei^n population* Providing religious instruction and guidance
alone for these vast groupa is a problem lar^e enough to command
utmost respect. But there must "be added to thto the problem of
social guidance anc5 care, physical provision, educational work,
AjoMff ioanisation work, preparing groups for citizenship, etc.
Some ox this work is handled by the State, some by institutions
of a social nature, "but the Church mxe t come in for its full
share, if its social ministry is to irove adequate for the present
day task* J . H. 01c. ham, secretary of the International mis si onary
council makes the following statement regarding the whole problem:
"Chris tianity is both a philosophy a nd a crusade. As Christ was
sent by the Father, so He sends His disciples to set uj. in the
world the Kingdom of God » His eoming was a declaration of war, a
wax to the death against the powers of darkness. Ke was manifested
to destroy the wcrxis of the devil, hence when Christianity finds
the world in a state that is not accord v it h th o truth which they
lave learned from Christ, their concern is not that it should be
explained but that it should be ended. In that tender we must
approach everything in the relations between races that cannot
be reconciled with the Christian ideal.
1
Clcham, C .11.
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8. Sjgorts and recreation as a problem facing Ohoe i- tian j s ople :
Iht ver;- it oblem of leisure tine is a vast one for such a
survey- as this. Only the surface oi the problem c. n be touched,
^ and hercly that In an attenuate fashion; The problem of leisure
tins* fleaHhg with sjort, recreation, entertainment, ?nc the like
force many issues on the church. The observance of the "Sabbath"
is tein£, seriously questioned by many, and in r.any states the
people are voting concerning, their various traditional lavs along
that lineo The very unrest shows the evidence of a reel rroblem.
Charlei ff.Bliot speaking of "the wise direction of the Church
activities toward sociil welfare speaks of recreation in these
terms: "I -would not cwell too much upon work as the foundation of
civilized life. There is another great dei artment of human activity
ffhiohthe church ought to take a hand in. T mean, rl^ n » recreation,
the develop ement of human capacity through shorts. There are
sports and sports, however, and. the choice of churches otlght to "be
in la.vor of those that quicken, arc perfect the operation of
our senses, and of those that develop the memory and play of
imagination? I.r. ';liot's point is well tt<ken. The Church must
consider the r ucr national problem, especially in view of the
youth problem that j resents itself. I'j.-^ct continues saying:
"There la v do. 1 for the churches to do in these two directions
,
^
teaoklng i nt providing helpiul sports and recreation". Naming
various institutions Kr. Eliot further points out that the chviches
can well copy after them, even do a "better work if the? will but
ai J ly themselves. Do s this not present a real challenge to the
Liou em church? 1,2,
::liot, Charles 7/., The 7ise Tirection of
Church activities toward ??ci-l ""elf? rp
p. 16, 16,17.
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9. ghg ghur ch and Int 6 2- national propleM a_nd ci i fi cu Ities ;
The present stru^le in China is over International treaties
ana a&r e ement s . As lon£ as there are different nations in thl
world there will "be need oi international s acts ar.c1 agreement
•
of s one nature, whether it he r.ere crape of paper or vital
interests in each other* The question whether or not the Carriers
between the nations can he removed is a rest important one.
Someone has said that the translating of the ideals of Jesus Ixito
international relations means the following: The r emoval of every
unjust "barrier of trade, color, creed and race, \ rd the praotiea
of equal Justice for all nations.
The sum total of international problems can he sunned up
under the one head , that of the problem of war , for in this issue
we find, the focus \ oint of all international difl'icu Ities
.
.Var is perhaps the most harmful of social practices existing
today, and thus should d emend, a ^ood share of the mind of the
modern church. Authorities in international problems ^o as far
as toaay that unlest civilization destroys war, pax will destroy
civilization, 7'ar is wrong in theory <.nd it is wron^ in methods.
It is vain in results for it destroys material we. 1th, human
life, moral standards, religious values and turns over the very
foundations of the social order.
The causes of war may be listed as follows:
Economic imperialism
liar row na t i o na Hem
I'.ilitarisn
Secret diplomacy
Psychological factors
immedii te cause
i
c
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The fact that war if a direct conflict with the principles
of Christianity is also evident. Kir "by rage Bays; "The churches
should refuse to £,ive their ap roral to aBy future war, fc r
4 three reasons: ?irst, fa* is inherently and essentially a
supreme violation of Jesus way of life; Second* war is iri££fffi"ctir6
as a means of fur t?:e ring Chr is t ' s kingdom and is self defeating
in its very nature; Third, war, when repudiated by the incividuals,
groups, and cor;, crate bodies is the most effective way of com^ellin^
governments to abandon the war system and to discover more aceouate
1
means of securing safety and justice? The church with e sociap
Cat th* x ) 1
past ion and ministry cannot over lock the international crisis
and if wise will put forth valiant effort to ri^ht the precarious
conditions that now exist.
10 . Fami ly and Horn li fe as_ they effect the so ci al
work of the Ch'urch ;
Perhaps the first real social issue to come before the
church should be that of a better family life within its parish
and beyond its membership to untouched homes in the community
and city. One social writer says that if we do not seek the
leadership of the church in loading the reform and establishment
of real family and home life then who will? The church blesses
marria£Q and in some instances looks upon it as a sacrament. Put
many times its atticude stops here. It does not carry through
in a well rlanned follow up procedure and at the present time has
no technique what;, oev^r for maintaining home life on a par with
Christian standards such*e the church in doctrine holds ur.
Zago, JCirtoy, *,7ar
,
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The .problem the modern home presents is not a sectional
one, "but universal. Porter P.. Lee, director, School of Social
work, Hew York lays: "The disorganized family is net I disease
of poverty. It exists everywhere, '"hat is more familiar tte n
the etory of the nan v/hc is succes- ful in business but a
1
failure as a husband or father?" He c021tinn.es •. "But the
strength of the family comes not only from within. Its 11. e is
vitally af -ctee by a multitutdf of influences from without.
Environment plays a mighty xert ill healthy fatigue from
overwork, crammed quarters because cf inade uate housing
and absence oi ox, ortunity for the renewal that comes from re-
creation can bring inflation where there ni gr.t otherwji e be
harmony. There is not an item in the whole social program which
does not afl^ct the f«mily| In the free of the following
problems dealing with home life what is the modern church to
do? The problem of hetlth, keeping the children in school,
safeguarding youth in industry, reducing hours of labor,
socializiijg the ]* we affecting marriage, encouraging the
democratic spirit* recreation, tnfl the like? Lembers of the
home are no longer content with an inadequate life together,
the divorce courts are over -run and the xereeiitage seems tc be
continually on the increase. Uhe thermometer of family life
is tunning high. It is hi^h time that the church seek to understand
note fully the conx lexit ies of family and home life. A more
adequate xrogram must be xronounced and. foil owed along these
lines if the home is to kee;. its primary iosjtion in life.
1,2,
Lee, Porter ?.., Changes in s oc ial thought i.nc standards whi
c
h
S£3 ot the family , Conference if Social work, p. 2: 7,298 . , 1923,
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C. THE SCCI.'J. Fin;OTIOII OF TEE CHURCH AS AIT ORGANIZED
oFl scciai in his tp.y~
The Church "by its very nature is a social institution.
It was thrown uj around christian ideals "by Christ and his
disciples inorder that His irinciples night he r.ore completely
carried over into the field of hur.an conduct. The church es
Chi* is t and his apostles viewed it was a means toward an end
and not a goal in and of itself. Herein lies the great iangei
in any institution, that of perpetuating the institution and
in so doing, losing Bight of the ideal which the ir.stiti tuion is
sup
;
os ee to perpetuate and exemplify • The vicious circl'e can
enter even the field of religion* farhapi the greatest enemy
Christendom has laced since the tir.e of Christ has teen this
enemy from within. Someone has said that the Church has teen
too tusy talking Christianity and not e nought atout humanity.
Hot that the former should te minimized, tut that it should
te carried over into humftn life and social relations • The
church, says Bdvard Judson^s merely "institutionalized Christian
kindnese |
1
Is not the function of the church of Christ that
of ministering to the whole of life at out it? To te sur e tko
church cannot undertake or should even think of commandeering
such a position as would involve every phase of life, for there
are many limitations. The church cannot c.o the work of the
state. The two should remain forever separate. But the church
can lend its aid in many ways to the state in carrying out
certain great humanitarian and christian policies and iractices.
Sot -that the Church should become a "tool" for tlx
toffOn, Edward, The Church in its Soeial laiP. 4£9 , fhc Annaler Jo f qmb br-iyeT*. - —i
he state, tut
ect
,
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that the church become the spiritualising agency fcr all
human liie, providing the dynaaie for all righteousness and
social pr ogr tss , anc? in many instances doin£ the work itself
through a very definite social ministry. These limitations
and set lints of work have not Dean clearly defined so far
in the evolutionary process, but as times joes on and experience
is multiplied the church will as. imilate its duties end lines
cf work, and in the end establish a real social ministry
adequate for the ta*k before it.
D. THE OPPOHTUHITIBS CF IEE OEUECI FOF: A BEAI SCOT II
LT hi 3TRY IE IE SIF1 CF g?03?£:
It is needless to stress the opportunities before the modern
church for social service and ministry. The principles for such
have been e xami ned , both in their social light and in relation
to Christianity. Various social 'problems have been briefly review-
ed in the li^ht of present day conditions. 'Inovinj the church
and believing it to be a vital secic.l instrument it naturally
follows that vast opportunities do lie before it today. There never
was a times or a ay when so many real, clear cut, practical
opportunities lag before the church of Christ. Modern prepress
has definitely cut out ^reat tasks for the church to accomplish,
if it is to keep abreast with the times and. retain its usefulness
and value. In the proceeding pa^es much space lias been jiven to
various social evils and problems. In each one of them, and they
are by no means all of the social problems, the church car. find
a aefinite way to do its share in the tremenduous load that society
has to bear. For example consider severe! of thepe rv.eetions.
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In the industrial field where much injustice is prevaliant today,
the churohct'.n some to the front with a clear cut christian
position in regard, to righting these existing evils. Opportunities
of cooperation with other agencies for these ends always lie open
to the church* Industrial education can be carried on "by the church
and all the various steps and procedures in remedying .local
situations. In and through most all means the church sail exercise
her rightful power in directing and guaranteeing human liberty
and pursuit of happiness.
For the sake of another illustration to shew the vast opportuni-
ties in the iath cf the church consider the situation of modern
family and home life* Are there not numerous ways in and by hieh
the church can affect a better and more wholesome home life. There
is practically speaking no phase of family life but what the
chur ch can minister in some degree. The wpy is clear, and its
path is strewn with countless opportunities for christian
service. It is but for the church to see them and utilize them
in bringing the kingdom of Cod on earth as it is in Heaven.
5'
-PART TEF.EE-
IEB SOCIAL MUTES TRY APPUSD III THE LOCAI CEUP.CE
r
-Chapter V-
HBW SOGlAi MT IHS TRY AITU PRACTICE
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Chapter V
A m SOCIAL IRITIS THY AID -RACTIC:-
• A. TES RISE OF A 2Q5W LI ill S TRY IB TE^ LOCAI CHURCH :
1. There is a tendency in the modern church not only to hold
services but also to serve. This may "be oiled the social awaken-
ing as it expresses, itself in numerous forms in church life today.
The old eccleaetical order seems to "be changing and a new order
taking its place. This does not necessarily mean that the fruitc
and labors of yesterday are to be discarded, but that the real
values are to be conserved and maintained in church life with a
change primarily concerned in a new method of abroach, that of
a social ministry. Ideally speaking every church of Christ should
be a socialized church. iivery church should look upon the creation
of just and happy social conditions as one of the prime objects
of the institutions of religion. In the past, however, the very
pressure of necessity has forced the church to socialize its
attitude and abroach, but always of an inadequate manner. The
social emphasis entering the church today, on the one hand, and
the eccleastical and traditional back-kick make a precarious situa-
tion. Generally speaking, however, the average church is interested
in good government and. clean politics. Churches are more and more
w becoming interested in creating the spirit of altruism and
philanthr opic endeavor. Social movements anI reforms are being
backed by the churches today in splendid fashion. The church is
awakening to its social mission.
r«
(
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2. It rusx not be overlooked, however, that tht social viewpoint
has not quite fully grimed, the modern church. The idee is not
fully sold and accented, and even those that have been quickenea
have not completely grasped- the entire scope and ^uurpose of it
all. The word "social" has "been used in so many false sitv.ations
and under such rial practice that it is somewhat stigmatized. In
sone localities the mere mention of a social ministry is the
next thing; to heresy, radicalism and bolshevism. Society has
gotten into the erroneous habit of tagging its social fears.
This is only an out "burst of ignorance, however, and will pass
away. This prejudice for the time being, tho, is quite a hindrance.
.".The message of the pulpit has not been close enough to life,
and its terminology has not been that of the places where
people meet. Ccmmuni cants of churches have been too long absorbed
with the problems of the churches themselves, j art ieular ly with
their maintenance, and too absolute ly concerned with the ministry
to the inner life, to have the larger outlook upon the need of
the world • Host of our churches have yet to be fully awakened,
informed and organized for social ministry.
4. This age ca n rightfall be called an educationally and socially
minded age."Juaging by the literature alone',' says Jeffrey ?..
Brack6tt, former director of Boston School of Social "ork,"the
study of that subject (Social service) is certainly being
accentuated. But the subject is as old as civilisation. ~fe read
it in the Jewish prophets, in the Greek philosophers, in the
chivalry of the middle ages. The great textbook of it la the
1
Lew Testt.mentS
The xroblem of educating the christian folk concerning their
social obligations ar.d duties is not quite as great as the problem
^racket t, Jefir Hy ,F.. ,~ ocifl service thro;,,,h the
c
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of getting so called christian sociel jrinciples into practice.
It is in the practical phase that wo run into trouble end per-
plexity. It is easy enough to figure out certain soriel rrinciples
and ideals, and set up certain social norms, hut it is entir ely
different to execute them efficiently in practical situations.
The spirit must indeed be carrier ever into the letter. Service
must be the product or else it is all in vein and worthless. P.eal
results must be achieved or theories dropped. Service, then, ie
the ultimate goal of the social ministry. The test of rethods is
results
.
There has risen in this modern age a method of relating certain
causes and results in such a way as t o interpret and understand
modern conditions. This is celled the scientific method, and it
is being used more and more in regard to so del problems. The
scientific spirit and method is far more valuable when dealing
with human personality than it is with mere chemicals in the
laboratory. It has sometimes been remarked that social service is
too scientific and lacks sympathy. Put when is scientific rrocedure
anything but human and in the ]ast analysis sympathetic when ased
properly? True, social work has many times a^tumec a too formal
attitude and procedure, but that has been due to the fri lure of
the worker, and not the thing itself. The rise of sociel service
is most timely. It has the acconi-aiiiime nt of both modern education
and science. It is in good hands. The delightful feature is the
advance of religion in accepting its rightful place among these
three and itf ea einesr; to share in the common task of building
a more perfect society. It ie more than an adventure, i t is an
assured victory for the kingdom of Cod.

5. The church therefore has at 3a st discovered tnat a new
ministry must he created within its ranks. CIO methods, while
to a large extent good in their place, are not adequate for the
ir-esent da y pr oLleras The chvjrch, especially in tin city, finds
itself surrounded with complex situations that hitherto have not
"been known* Something must he done. A new attack mus t he developed,
new te chili cue must be developed in church life to meet these
needs. Lost of the problems today have a social slant, and can
be solved only in a social manner. The church, in other words,
must undergo the experiences of the medical world Mere ethical
and doctrinal pills will not cure sick society. Something else
is needed, r.esults of cirarch work have been found wanting, for
society hca£ not been effected ad ec uately enough to insure real
progress. Clinics mus t be established. Social hospitals ard
research plants bust be established by the church. The art of
nurture and nursing must bee carefully studied and rastered.
Social laws observed and tendenci es noted. These e.nd numerous
other details form the outline of v.'ork ahead of the modern church
as it launches out into a new era and field of social s ervice
.
The ministry of the whole life is underway. The social ministry
within the church has core and :: t is here to stayo

B. WHAT SOME CfflJP.CHSS ARE POO 5 10 MBBT TEE SOCIAL
CHDtflMGE OF TODAY:
1. in the year nineteen hundred and twenty-two a
committee on Social and Religious Surveys worked out a report
of a first-hand investigation oi the forty nost successful
town and ctountry churches in the United States. This committee
consisted of such people as John R.Mott, Ernest D.Burton,
Raymond r.Fosdick, James Ife Barton and others. Speaking of
the findings of this committee, j^rofesh or Edward Alsworth ?oss
Professor of Sociology, University of Wisconsin says the
folio wing : "These stories show the technique of serving the
community "by means of a Church. They make clear Just v'het may
be done to stimulate the higher interests— intellectual, social,
r eligious--in the countryside. There must be thousands of
struggling rural churches which, from these pages may learn
how properly to fulfill their task'.1 A brief review of some
of these Churches and their work will offer a good basis upon
which to build an adequate view of the Social Ministry in Church
life.
a. Ilinistering to the migrant: The Church at
lamed
,
Kansas .
In the wheat belt of the middle west the churches face
an ever present problem of the migrant. Year after year, when
the wheat belt sends out its call for help i t is the migrant who
responds. Tc him wheat iq just one interest, and when that is
consumed he moves on to ether fields of labor. The migrant thus
apjeare as a necessary evil, a negligible fvctor end unstable.
It so happened that four churches in 'a.wnee county were a^tempt-
I solution.
1 ?runn«r
. Edmund, Chvj ches o_f TisM notion , p.
6
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A combined program was worked out among these four churches.
Kuch was made of social life. Even the annual improvement day of
the churches became a. social event when all the parish families
collected around their church enjoying work as well as meals
together. The young people's societies took the lead in much
of the county work. An annual Booth Festival was carried out by
these societies. On the first day of October the people vouM
bring, to the Fair Grounds their vegetables, flowers, fruits,
poultry and needlework. Ribbons were awarded as prizes, end
the proceeds were given to the Conference Hospital fund.
Athletic contests were staged end numerous healthy amusements.
When the count was over run with harvest hands and quite
a desperate condition prevailed, these churches presented the
situation to the Kayor and various organizations of Larned
Kansas. Rooms were provided for the many homeless and dffressed
workers. The churches threw open their rooms for reading end
rest rooiB
; entertainment was provided and a continuous program
was on a checule most of the time to help these men. When the
harvest workers left town they drew up a recommendation commending
the kindness and hospitality shomn them. This policy was carried
out year after year, each year growing in scope aid results.
Go thou and do likewise is the watchword of lamed Kansas when it
comes to the Social gospel in action©
b„ The story of Bingham Utah: How the boys of the
minin town were dug out.
The story of Bingham is a story of thrills and real heroism.
Bingham was a drab rv.ro l-industrUl community, where vice er.d cri m

walked haul in hard among the citizens, most of whom were
miners. Gangs of all sorts were perpetrating the hoys, who had
their hieing places in a mine tunnel not a mile from the
Method iet church. TThat was the church to c'o about it? nothing
untill a new pastor c; me to town. It happened that he wps a man
of social vision as well as religious conviction. Sizing up
the situation in a hurry he raw the crux of the whole situation
in the youth problem, and he imnedirtely centered hi s » ctivi t ies
in this line» A Boy Scout troop was organized. The little church
was soon called the "Eous e of Happiness? TTherever the pastor
found natural ^ roups he organized them and gave them a definite
task to perform. High School students were interested in character
anc vocational classes taught "by the Pastor and sought his aid.
Camping grounds were found for the hoys and gir Is ; demonstrations
of the chu ch life held before the community each year. The Sunday
School took on new life. The five hundred people that attended
Church were as follows*. 27 6 Americans
65 English-
SO Scotch
50 Italians
30 Finns
8 Greeks
2 Japanese
60 Others of nine nationalities.
c. The Church at the center of the community in
Dav i s Oa li fo r ni* :
Davis city was prospering. People were flocking there from
the east to farm the fertile valleys of tie Sacrrner.to Piver.
The establishment of the Agriculture .1 college rade ar. added
note of life in Lrvis art raved the wa; for future ] regress. Put
- J
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the church life of the community, tho alive, was n<ht having much
practical bearing, uj on life about it. It v»ae in 1919 that a
now pastor cane to the Presbyterian church of Davis. A man of
insight into human nature. He noted the signs of progress and
prophesied a prosperous future for the communits'. He challenged
the city leadership for continued improvements, and they were
obtained. Through his efforts a new sewerage system was established.
Community and civic organizations were tied, up with the ideals
and work of the church and. a fine cooperative spirit was developed.
Com unit; prog±ams were stimulated through the effort of the
church. The young pao> le were encoura ged to assume leadership
in many of the ppo£ects. A Daily Vacation Bible School was
•rganized and successfully run during the summer time. The work
of the Protestant churches was unified. Various problems were
used as projects for christian work, including such^s-. public
health, civic welfare, community needs, economic welfare, public
morals, law enforcement, charity and correction, education,
recreation, religious cooperation, publi c wo: shir and the lite •
Speaking of the united social work accomplished the Pastor made
this statement: "It's all one job, this work of the Kingdom,
and the sooner we stop splitting it up into many ^'obs the sooner
i
we will begin to accomplish 9 em thing?
d. • The church that learned to serve its community in
Canoga, I.T.
Canoga ia a little rural village of aboa.t four hundret
people. Its putlic buildings comprise the Presbyterian church,
the Town Hall, the District School and the Community House.
1 Brunner* BtwUfti# Chur cfree of rdstinct ion in town and cauntry
,
P. 184
f • <
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Eere was a little place apparently too small to support a
church with a full time minister, and with no hope of an
increased population* 7/HAT could be done with its spiritual
life? In the fall of 1919 a student minister eeme to Cano a
and took up the work of reviving the comr unity. The membership
began to grow and the people gave more and more to the work
of the church. A Ladies Aid was organized and it began to
function not only for the church but for the com: unity. It
encouraged community interest in drtmstics , and plays were
staged not only in Canoga but in three neighboring tovns.
The church building was enlargened. The men of the chiur-fih
also organized themselves into a class and undertook community
betterment projects The young people were encouraged to
aid in community service. The various organizations in the
church were utilized tor social and recreationel purposes.
A Scout Troop was created for the boys . The first motion picture
exhibit was shown on a screen stretched along the wall of the
Community house. On Fourth of July when the people were cele-
brating a large number of floats and designs presented were by
the church pecpla representing the manifold activities of all
ages and groupe interested in the welfare of Canogi . Canoga had
reached a stage when it was content to hold itself together in an
economic way, with no future of any sort, with en uninspiring
present. But the sudden revival of its church put new spirit into
the community. 3ven its agricultural assets took on en increase
in value with the adoption of scientific methods, lhat the church
did for Canoga the community now can carry on iteelf.
I1
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2. The "bureau of Municipal Research of lev York City
w ives the following examples of what s one Churches are
doing to purge the social field ;
a. Instances of Churches influencing civilization
by influencing £over nment
•
In Eew York City many of the libraries of the city
were started first in individual churches and later turned over
to the C-overnnent* In Pes Hoinee
,
Iowa, a Bninieipal lodging house
and employ ement have "been established as a result of the Men anc
Religion Forward Movement in this city. In Lit .Vernon,;:. Y. , the
municipal art commission was granted a "budget of fifty thousand
dollors or more through agitation stc-rted by the lit .Vernon
ministers. In White Plains, II. Y. a county examiner el weights
aid measures has "been anoimed, due tc the efiorts of members
of certain Churches. An accounting system was also innaugerated
through the same means. Cities and States throughout the ^nion
have "been influenced to make and. adjust lavs ® ncernin^ the day
of rest and observance of Sunday. *n re^-rd to these activities
Dr.Shailer Kathews , Uean of Chicago University Divinity School
says the following: "Churches must more clearly distinguish
between wheat they are trying to do and the way they are trying
to co it. There should "be in every community e general rrogr.?::
at work for the churches as a whole. The chief end of the activity
of the Church is not to get men into its fold but to get itself
into Society ... .Bad politics, social evils, ratten municipal
administration will continue ae long as churches continue to
regard theneelves as witho/.t social functions. They will he to
a lar^e extent mitigated, if not in many cases destroyed, if th-
Churches of any community deliberately undertake the | recess of
<t
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evangelizing putlie opinion? A certain professor in one ol the
Divinity Schools of America urges as a paramount importance that
Churches keep hooks recor cling work done, needs met, work to he
done, txnd so on. There is nc doubt that more efficiency i= rs eded
in Chur oh work of today, and especially along social lines*
h. Instances illustr Siting how the church is heijin^ to
moat School needs:
In Manchester, -!.H. the puhiic kindergarten, redictl
inspection e nd the use of scho-l grounds for play vere dee to
the efforts of a leading minister . In I-ilc;aukee the Social
Service Comnission of the Protestant '\risco;: : l Church supported
a hill for the medio* i examination of school children* The
christians won because they were emphatic in their presentatio n
of the cause. In Louisville, Ky., a former minister of one of
the Churches was president of the hoard of education, and Buooeedee'
in getting a high school for the to*n» i Social Service Commission
in California made a survey of truancy in the State and reported
the Same to proper authorities. In Indianapolis, Inc., one of
the ministers has two women in his Church that serve or. the
Children's Aid Society reporting once a week the medioal needs
of the children in that section. In Bt • Loull rs a result of
the Len ant Religion eampaign the school yaril in the Sewn town
cistriots were oiened and beautified wit] flowers. Ir T iada
California seme of th- churches are open to meetings under the
cirection of the teachers* club and the hoard of education.
In **ew Hampshire the 8.S. Commission of a certain "enomi nat ion
keeps in touch with the Ststa Superintendent of Education*
1 Cutting, Fulton S ., Th_ Chur c
h
rnd Society
,
r.ier.
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c. Instances Illustrating the church end police;
In Ben York City various church comr.i 1 tees hive clca eel ui
a number ol disorderly house? arc effectually cleared the streets
of that district through direct ccoperet ion wi t h t he police* One
of the Social Service Commissions supported a probation officer
in the special sessions of court in Brooklyn until hie work v?as
to highly evaluated that it was decided to haTe the city pay
his alary* In ^os Angelei
,
Gal., certain churches eve started
a state-wide investigation of .'ails and prisons, hoping to
secure thr ou_h t he state board of charities and. through legislation
a lettering of conditions. Ordinances regarding dance halisin
Cleveland were secured through the combined effort of the Y.'". r .&.
and the churches. The sane result was achieved in I'inneapolis t
Hi nr. and numerous other places. Cleveland also claims the credit
for Beeurin£ the juvenile court law of ^hio erd the juvenile
court for Cleveland. Judge Adams ol the juvenile court Bays that
"Cleveland ministers can always he counted upon to lend ceopera'ion
1
in ind iv»d 1 cas eB "
d« Instances and illustrations how the church is helping
to meet health needs-.
Again in Cleveland the Ministers took the stump to raise
bonds for tuberculosis Sana toriumso A minister in Corning, l.'.Y.
influenced the count o to establish a county tuberculosis hospital .
In lVlO forty thousand special tuberculosis sermons were preached
throughout the country on Tuberculosis day. There were fifty
thousand in 1?11. The Brooklyn Height! Church and Civic league
through cooperation with the tenement house department, was able
to provide with legal air and light, l,re: rooms, formerly dark,
tatting* Fulton R, , fffoe Church and Society ,
c»
» < f
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The Boston Morgan Memorial Church has had fcr Ken? years a
reel-estate agent who, through, personal interviews with landlardi
and families, has been able to remedy many housing evils* In
Cambridge ,I.jrss . one cf the churches, has a boy's club which reports
bad conditions, such as bad streets, unsanitary alley ways, etc.,
and which, through its officer, are reported to the proper city
officials.
e. Instances illustrating the church and child
welfare
:
Baby saving has become quite a rassion among chile'
welfare workers, and with people of social vision and care. One
church in -«ew York, has for two summers paid the salary of a
baby nurse for its district who lias worked linger the direction
of the board of health* Another church ran a milk depot during
the summer for infant welfare. The churches of Chicago were
called into action during, the baby-saving campaign some years
ago and much good accomplished. The Congrege tione 1 Church in
Brattleboro Vermont has a sociology class \ihich is stucying
social questions. Child labor was among these questions. A
member of the class draftee 8 chile' labor law; the class roused
public opinion, and the bill was passed. In ~>st Jeffrey
Hew Hampshire a minister investigated the age of children working
in the cotton mille. He found eleven children lying about
their ages and eent them back to school. The mi llowners tri^c1
to arrest him, but as a result ilDegrl child labor was abolished
in that city. Churches are more and more organizing civic classes
in their churches end studyin^ the problems of the city end doing
tilt hat ll poe title to better conditions.
cc
f. Instances 1linetretlug the activity of the cburch
with regard to Playgrounds-.
In I nc1 i e na p olis
,
Ind., the ffhird Christian Chu. ch at
the request of the commi ssioner of public playgrounds recently
opened the church "building to an exhibit cf movir^ pictures of
the 1911 Fourth of July, Safe and Sane Parade, playgrounds in action,
and so on. Ten thousand dollars has "been airrepiated for pley
grounds next year. In 3olton, Ilase
.
, a few years ago a dirty
old millponc existed in the center of the village. It was an
eyesore to the community. The minister of the Unitarian Church
calledtogether some of the rich summer residents and asked them
to buy the site. They did so, end tKe Villege Improvement
Society made a pretty little park of it,
g. Instances illustrating hew the church is shaping
putli c opini on;
A minister in Rochester, Z.Y. issues a monthly
community magazine, "The Common ~ood',' whieh is full of work
"being done by the city department, schools, r le ygr ound.s
,
hoasing, industries, with suggestions of ways of meeting the
community needs. The ministers of 7elj.es ley , Hass . , ran a
newspaper, fox some years, giving news of civic interest, in
order to stimulate local pride and geoc5 citizenship, "Enow
your City" weeks have been held in a numer of cities throughouw
the country under the auspices of the T.MC,A. , Y."'.C.r. and
other religious or^eni zttions . Various city budgets in different
cities iiave at times been presentee1 to the people through the
pull its of the Churchee. Public opinion has been created in
all manners aiid .ays.
1 «
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Sk Other examples of Social Service through the Parish
as outlined by Jeffrey R.Braokett; *
a. A Church functioning through a civic leegue;
This particular church, in the middle west, had a civic
league as a part of the church organisation, The league was divided
into four groups; Tj.ose that looked after the institutions of
the ^iocese, -Local institutions, friendly aid, and finance. The
league has "been functioning twelve years and has a fine record for
actual work. It vo rks as a distributing agency in the church and
as a olearing house for all Social Service wori.
b. A Church end its Social Service Guild
:
The objects of this guild ere stated as follows:
(1) . To have the members of the Parish, who are doing
social service work, feel that they represent
the church,
(2) . To have the members of the parish, who are not in
a position to take an active 2 art in the. social
service work, feel that they Ghurch to which they
belong is actively interested in the welfare of
the community.
(?)• To form a connecting link through t he socit 1
service guild, for the spiritual forces of the parish
to find a fuller expression.
c. The social efforts of men's clubs thro, hout the country:
I'.n's clubs in certain sections have befome so active in
social service circles that all kinds of reforms have been carried
through. In one parish the men's club changed the motion j i cture
policy of that town. Other clubs are holding union suppers and
meetings of the men of the city to consider outstanding social
problems and th^ir solution.
1
Brickett, Jeffrey R. , Social Service Through the Parish.
74-104 •

4. Small and large churches organised ior social service-.
a. A rural church:
the work of this church is divided into three divisions,
Evangelism, Education and Social Service. The men and yong
men are organized into what is called "The Community reague?
They he et once a month. The women and young women have a like
org; nization. Members must be of good moral character* These
groups have an orchestra, hand, singing groups, wholesome
recreation, pageants, and carry on a "Farmer's Day" every year.
They place around a thousand dollar? in the bank each year to
be used for <_,cod purposes*
b. A Church of 162 members and a Sunday School of 1P4«
This church has a community house; provides lectures each year
on Agr iculture ; has boy and girl scouts; conducts a Sunday
evening forum and reviews current problems a.nd books.
c. A Church of 190 members and a Sunday School o.J 1T0;
This church is planning a new builfling which it intendes to
ive to various torn organizations for their various mretin^s*
Work is rone among boys and girls of community. The Poard of
Deacons and Women's Association do much relief work among the
various Nationalities in the community. The men banc1 together
in a club for social purposes ard conduct forums, discussions
anc debates on important quest ions «The church s a. social center.
d. . A Chur oh of 1,0 Q C ! memb er s :
Besides the Pastor this church hires a secretary, en assistant
secreti ry and a kindergj rtner . The worehij services are of a very
practical nature, with the needs of the people in mind, -roup
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discussions are hell luring the week in place of prayer meeting.
The boy scouts are very active. The church is divided into fifty
districts for organization of social li'e. The woren of the church
are organized into ten live-wire grouts. The churo v conducts
a Bid -winter twenty-two lecture course and concert for the public*
Provisions for moving pictures are being rude when the new church
is built* This church he Its to support a colored erd white church
in two other places.
e. A church adapted to students:
The Pastor of this church cooperates With the College pastor
and matron. The college is an Agricultural school. Cooperative
activities are carried on with the Y.I'..C.A. and the Y.T.C.A., the
college Y.Il.C.A. Secretary having his office in the church
building. Two large Bible classes, studying the principles
r< lating to everyday Christian living, given over to students.
Conferences are held for solving s± ecial s tud ent problems* Various
courses are offered for training rural leader!: "Social Teachings
oi Jesus and the rro phets ',' the "Sural church',' "Religious .Education
in the Country ',' etc* The church promotes fellowship and social
activities among trie students. The church greets each entering
freshman c.las: and offers it the service of the church. The pastor
is snpx rtod by four denominations • This is only one ey mple of
what is "being done all over the country.

-Chapter six-
JPHE BOCIAI MIHISTP.Y IH ACTIOB
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-Chapter VI-
TH2 SOCIAL IIIITISTRY I IT AC?ICE
a. sons gjjjggg :f.i iiciplhs -.
In proposing a definite social ministry the local
church, the church professional or lay-worker is confronted wi th
any muter of practical problems. The question of what social
service shall "be cone directly by Church members, as such, fcogerthei?
What, conversely, shall be done by them, indirectly as tc the
Church, in so called secular agencies, as neighbors , citizens,
together with other neighbors and citizens? That type of social
service is to be done in either instance? What part of the church
work is social? Who are to be the leaders? Row are they tc be
trained? What results can the church hof.e to achieve in its social
ministry? These, and others, confront the worker in this field at
the very o;.tset of his work. Before anything definite in the way
of organization and a program can be outlined, i t is necessary
first of all to state clearly some of the outstanding principles
underlying an efficient social service ministry in the church.
These principles are not complete or adequate to all situations
and o cessions, but at least point the way toward a more effective
ministry in this work:
1. The aim and purpose of the social ministry in the
local church is tine practice of the good neighbor, of the warm
heart and the wel3 -informed mind, in the way of J68 us , for the
more abundant life of all. Dean ^eorge Hodges once Baid : "Christ-
ianity has to do with the whole man he cause all that enters into
1
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the life of his soul, ell that affects his body, or his mind,
touches his innermost spirit a.nc soul and determine* character J
The social minis try is thus interested in those extra-influences
of life so many times unreached by the ordinary work of the church.
2. The important units to "be stressed in developing
Christian social service are the parish or church neighborhood
and the community in which the parish is set. While the field
at large may be t ; .e world, in reality it is the combination of
small sections as mentioned. It is here that the Church must
focus her attention aofl energy.
5. The type of social service performed in the local
church is to be determined by the conditions and possibilities
of service in the particular parish
,
neighborhood or community*
The program is to be created around practical needs, ard minister
to a definite and real situation.
4. I'ethods and means in social service are thus plastic,
ever- changing and ever-growing. High motive, unchanging, will seek
the best available methods and will work through any agencies
vhich promise best the desired result.
5. The criterion of social service in a parish is not
the number of formal organizations or agents, but in the quality
and quantity of secial-minded.nese which is put into practice
by the parishioners « This to be achieved through organization,
personal relationships, eoolal work and usu: 1 vocations.
6. Leadership must be provided, whether it be the Pes tor,
specializing in the social side of his p arisji work, or e. hired
professional worker, a Social I.inister, or that of a layman.
<<
The ideal way of social leadership is through a specialized
social minister, out the average church will have to be satis-
fied with the leadership "built around the Pastor or lay
workers.
7, All neighborhood > community or inter-church v^ork
should he encouraged, and. its support, put on a wider basis of
management than the local church. The local church thus seeks
to contribute to the whole field , end not do mi re. te e certain
phase, altho it does have its individual piece.
8» Volunteer leadership is to be encouraged and
developed to the highest degree. The burden of the work in
the last decree is not to rest on the paid secretary or leader,
or the parish pastor, but on the individual christians who
have caught a vision of the work to be done*
9. The social ministry in the local church is not to
be used as a mere meens of evangelization, but as an agency
for spreading the Kingdom of God and helping mankind. Social
service meets a human need.
10 a The social ministry must not be thought of as a
side-line of the church, or as a temporary experiment, but in
fact the very work of the church itself. It is the work of the
kingdom. It is nothing more than applied Chr istianityl

B. TH^ ?IS£D £1 LABOgg:
In general terms it is wherever r.er. are. It is there that
the, church must function and function gloriously in a social
way for the salvation of mankind . But practically sneaking
the church cannot spread its wings everywhere and here to do
much ?ood anywhere. That is, the local church has a specified
area in which to work, in vhich it can "best work. The church
is not a competitor of the &tate, "but in its association with
the state it can do much good. The church is primarily interested
in chciTacter developement , as has "been air eady stated, and it
is toward, this end that every effort is to be spent in the way
of social ministry.
In this vast field the church "best finds itseltf and its field
of labour in the geographical community in which : t resides. To
be sure the church must look after its membership and their
various and peculiar needs. It must also see beyond the border
line of its community , state and llation, to the uttermost farts
ol the earth. Eut in its every-day prrntical and efficient
ministry, the church will always find its best means and. center
of christian service in the ge ographi cal community in vhich it
lives and. thrives and contributes. It is this area that needs
most to be utilized end ministered to by the local church.
Every church should have a constructive and democratic
program for serving the socirl needs, and eyir easing tie social
life, of its community, both individually and through the
largest [OB.ible coo;eretion with other agencies for social
uplift. This community policy should become p permanent part of
the life and i ctivity of the church.
rc
To formulate such a program, each church must know the
outstanding, social meds of its community by a survey of the
community . It must, from tin* to tire, review this group of
facts, in order to neasure the progress of the community end
to estimate its ev/n success in putting religion into community
life, Following are some of the things the average chinch should
know re^ard.in^ its community:
1. The population of the community-. The program of a
church must change with the changes in p ox ulati on. Hot only
the change in numbers , hut in type, is :-lso important. The
program of the church must he kept in line with the actual needs
present in the community.
2. Facts in regard to church life: The local church must
see its relation to the total religious life of the community,
and plan its best way of cooperation and service with these
bodi es
•
3. Facts regarding education: The church should have some
idea as to: a. The proportion of children out of school to
population of school age*
b. The proportion of people reached by facilities
for popular education to entire population above
s chool i L e .
c. The various opportunities for vocational training*
4. Recreation: The chur ch should Know exactly whet is
bein^ done in |h« way of recreation by t he community itself,
by religious agencies and by private gi'oupe. These should be
listed as healthful, he raful and doubtful.
r(
5« Health conditions in the community: Such facts? cen "be
secured from local health officers. Humorous thinge should be
noted in such data.
5« Housing gd nditions in the community: These facts can
he secured from local officials res pone ibis for sanitation,
from local citizens or associations interested in good housing*
end other agencies. The density of population should he known,
and approximately the number of people in those districts.
6. Labor conditions: regard to child welfare, type
of work being done, wo rking' hours
,
wages, conditions, etc.
7. Conditions ftHOng foreign groups: Such groups and their
numbers should be known by the church, the the proportion of
immigrant population settling in the community, i .nd srhat is being
done for them. J8te«
6. Charity work in the community: The amount of relief
work done by the chvrcnes should be compared to that t>eing done
by other agencies, and in turn comi ared to the actual needs.
9. Pub11 C morals ; The church cannot stand as the defender
of public norils, it cannot even project the moral life of
youth, unless it knows definitely the local institutions and
agencies that endanger morality. This requires a close knowledge
of evil forces and. a encies in the community.
These and other conditions must b«- noted by the church
in its immediate field, ana" out of these fl*ede a definite and
preotioal social ministry constructs.
I 1
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lo Leadership in social ministry in the local church:
The first groat problem in creating a social ministry in
the church is that of providing adequate leadership. There are
three very definite possibilities in this line:
a. The pastor as the social minister of his parish:
It is rather precarious to come forware with a new activity-
ana burden for the now over burdened pastor, hut that is the
only possibility in many churches. After all, the average
l as tor is a social minister, tho he does not po by thct name
or receive credit in that line. The pastor as social minister
ntans that the social work of his church shall head uj under
his supervision and guidance, and the execution of the social
program depend in the last analysis upon his motivation, fhia
means that whereas the pastor beofre pictured his n rk and the
work of the church along certain lines of activity, he now will
enlargen that vision and increase the scope of his cork, both
in Intensity as wel.! as extensity. He will begin to look upon
his community in terms of service rendered and needs met, regard-
less of returns in church membership, irestidge or finance.
The Pastor with social vision will have the burden of his
community upon his heart, held ux' by his passion for mankind,
and expressed in his church program* He will direct his sermons
along more practical channels and seek to guide the thinking
of his people to the actual needs round about them. H« will
head up his committee on social service and kee; them active at
all times. Ee will see to it that h := budget includes adequatt
proportion^ for soci; 1 work.

L » The Specialised minister of social service: A new
profession is in the offing, in fact already here, namely that
of a Social Ministry* Certain churches have already found it
wise to hire a social minister to look after the social service
work of the church. JSo doubt this is the ideal state, and in
tine will "be realized more and more. The social minister in
thifl case v;ould heed up all social work done in end through
the ehur ch. Re /'oulti cooperate, like the Pastor, with all
existing agencies of a social nature, in the upbuilding of
community life* As the Pirector of religious Education now
heads uj. the educational work of the church, so v>culd the
Social Minister head up the sod vl work of the church.
0* The third, alternative for many churches rest^ in lay-
leadership. Many churches will have to depend upon lay
leadership entirely to guide them in social work and. carry on
the social service of the church in the conmmi ty , i:a nychurches
are "blessed, with such leaders, and with a little training
and inspiration on the part of the pastor or leader could he
enthused for the task and. definitely set to work* At any
rate, the church must train a vast group of its membership for
active social service, whether they put in their whole time
at it or not. Even the pastor or social minister must not
depend upon his or her own leadership
,
hut all the time carry
on leadership training among the laity » After all it is the
laymen that must carry c he "biggest brunt of the work. He
must be educated and. teained for such if he is to do it in
an efficient and helpful manner.
V
£• The Social Service Comr.it tee*.
Every church (Wight to have a social service comr.ittee.
That is ,a comritttee that heads up the social service work cf
the church. This should "be the first piece of organization
formulated in the local church. The social leadrr in the church
v.'ill naturally he cone a member cf this group, and in some
cases its chairman. This committee will function like all other
committees, and will decide cn certain policies and activities
in the church life of a social nature and delegate authority
to a hired leader and to vcri ous sut-commi tees and commissions,
or the pastor or some ley worker. Btc« This committee will
naturally include those persons who have shown real?.y helpful
pov/ers of leader8hiJ in such work. This preferably small group
will become the dynamic center of social activity in the church
and will ie Bee forth the social service of the parish end
community. This committee wil consider all current premiers
prevailant in t he community. It will sek to ed.uce.te the whole
membership of the church, in retard, to conditions abroad through
the country and in other lands. It vail foster gooo will erii
cooperation through every possible means. It will be the one
big lever of social service in the life of the church.
3. Sub-Committees and commis si ons : The one committee cannot
co it all. The vet t details of work and especially research work
along specific lines must be done by special c minis si ons selected
by the social service comr.ittee. These commis si ons arc conr.itteee
will head up many fields of activity in the loc:l church, end
oo much of the actual work.
«
4. Direct agencies within the church: By direet agencies
in the church lfl meant the work that the local church carries
on ae project of its own and where its forces cone face to
face with actual social work under its own supervision. This
would include such work as the following;
a. Social service through the Sunday School, s& now
called the Church Schftftl. It is in the Church School that
the average church has one of its most splendid opportunities
for real social service. The program to follow inthe next
section will show forth the possibilities here.
"b. Social service through men and women's organizations
In many places the most potent factors in the churches for
social service have "been the active men and. women's clues end
varioes organizations. Tenative programs for smch organizatio
wi 11 be s hown 1 at er .
c. Clasces of all types oi-gerdzed around social
problems are "beneficial in sociel service-. Classes in civic
problems, politics, international problems, etc.
d. 7/ork among boys and girls other than the church
school program, such as Boy Scouts, T-irl Scouts, Pioneer"
clubs, and the like, al] enlisting the boys and girls of
the community in week day instruction and activity.
e. Daily Tracation Schools are also beneficial. A great
socii 1 work is performed every summer by such pro*: cts. This
type of work is becoming increasi ngli' popular,
f. Young People 1 1 societies and organizations built
around social ideals and a cti vi ti es , are also very good.
r
g. Teek day mirseries for children of parents thai must
"be ttway fr on hone at work. Here is a great field for social
ministry on the part of the church. Let the church arise and
c^re for the chile hood of its comr unity.
h. Social services and activites in the church in the
forn of discussion groups, story hour programs, forum
,
moving pictures, lectures, musical concerts, and the like
These are only a few of the pieces of machinery that can he
utilized by the church for its comnunity.
5* Indirect social service to the conr.unity and to the
larger groups and loyalties:
a. Various profdssi oriel organizations to which the minister
and leaders of the church "belong, and through which each can
exercise sone power and authority for the influence of christia
s ervi ce.
ha Corn-unity and City Federations of men and wonen societies
churches, State and ITational federations an( the like.
c Interdenominational conrlttees, commissions, camreigns
end programs of which the local church can have a part, tho
nanytimes indirectly, yet do much real good.
d. Various clubs and organizations and service associations
in which nany churches are rp] resented by its various members
and through which uhe church can contribute to comr unity work.
e. Fraternal organizations, locoes, and the like, that ire
always carryin^ on certain typM of social work in which the
church can sh. re and help.
f« I'enoni ru tional enterprises.
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D« A PROPOSED PgOGBAE FOR A ICCAJ- CHUPCH:
It cannot too often "be said that any church and any grouj
must first determine for itself what it wants to "be j.; r.d ther.
let it decide what it wants to do. It is impossible to construct
and outline an ideal j rogram for any church, without knowing
accurately the situation at hand. Bseh church must construct
its own policy and pro gram of social service as best as its
peculiar conditions will warrant. A Social service program like
anything else must grow. This demands time, energy and experimenta-
tion, it)ore all it demands jatience. l!any times the social
worker is prone to give up and disband his social efforts,
thinking them futile and unproductive of results . But that is
exactly where the worker fails when he takes that attitude. After
all, social service is like the leaven of which Jesus spoke,
it works unseen and slowly, hut it achieves great results In
t. e end. The following jrograms are mere suggestions as to what
other churches may do. Im> erfect as they are, they are nevertheless
an attempt toward a real social ministry in the local church.
Unlike man;7 programs that are merely outlined ferns, these are
tried programs that have worked.
1. A Church School program socialized:
Kind gr£t rten Dej^artment
^yrs- ! yrs
.
Obj ects oi 3 ervi ce ; Forms of sorvi ce ;
*
Church and 1. Folding papers to go to sick members.
Home. £. Preparing pictures and small scrapboole
for members thrt pre ill
^iiote: L>ee note at end of this section.
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The Comr.unity-
The Larger world-
Animals -
1. Gifts to a day nursery.
2. Filling envelopes with bread,
thread, needles, and making small
screpbooks for hospital children.
1. Contributing to support of
another kindergarten.
E.Haking scrppbooks for mission
children.
1. Providing water and food for "birds.
2. '£eek-day olas es outside.
primary Department
Church and
Home-
Community-
Larger world-
Animals -
1. Assisting kindergartens in prep-
aration of material.
2 .Sunday Sohool messenger service.
3 •Beautifying their room.
4 .Boys' choir.
1.Making ptper houses, furni ture , et c.
£. Kaking screpbooks for children's
hospital.
3. Utilization of postcards.
4 . Toys for orphanage
.
5. taking May "baskets for crijpled.
6. Concerts "by boye choir at old
folks home.
l.Supiorting kindergarten on
mission field.
£• Sending screpbooks abroad.
3.utilization of poast cards.
1. Preparation of bandeg'8 for
injured animal, to be sec1 by
Humane Society.
Junior Department
Church and
Home
Com. unity -
1. Looking after olaesmates.
£. Beautifying room by gift.
3. Ease club for boys
4. Girls chorus choir.
5.Securing illustretive objects
for Churoh School lessons.
6. Assisting et church functions.
1. Making grnee, etc. for orphenage.
2. Raising j oj corn and gathering
nuts for hnme of oripj led children.
1r
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Com .unity ( Continued
)
The larger world-
The Animal world-
3.1-aking candy, etc. for orphanage.
4. leaking kimonos, surprise brgs
,
are s o on for hospitels.
5. Concerts by girls choir.
6. Dressing dolls for prphanage.
7. Growing flowers for mission.
e.Selling Bed Cross seals.
1.Gifti to Srenfell mission.
2. Dressing colls for sam« a
3. July Christmae tree.
4. C-ift of money to Tuskegee.
f. Taking workbagi for seamen.
1.Baking "birds neet.
8*Money to humane society.
High S choo l Departme nt
Church and Kome-
The Community
-
The larger world-
Animals :
1. Looking alter clas: nates.
2.Doing work for younger boys and
girls •
3 . Less enger cadets.
4 .Editing Sunday School department
of church papers.
5 . Contributing to church expense.
1. Providing scholarships for boys
and gir Is,
2. Sending papers to unfortunate.
3. PH.ping at social centers.
4. Telling stories and directing
games at social center.
1. Collecting i apers to send Abroad.
2. :.iking articles for Srenfell missim.
3. Educating a boy or girl in
some foreign fie la .
4. simple Kiss i oner y plays.
1. Reporting to anti-cruelty society
all stray dogs and cats
.
2. Furnishing a drinking four.tr in.
c
People'
s
Igrfi
—
Church and home-
Com unity-
The larger world
Animals -
1.Regular giving to church expense.
£.Clas.r welfare.
3. Personal interest in hoys and girls .
4 .Conducting, outdoor walls and
talks Sunday afternoons
.
I .Editing class rarer.
6 .Us herir.g
.
7.Rallying young people to church
functions .
1. Entertaining at home church a
group from settlement.
2 • FT i end ly vis it ing
.
3 . Tutoring "backward children.
4. Helping district nurse.
&.ouTi.^ and picnics for poor.
6.Serving at social centers.
7. providing pleasant afterno n on
Sundays for shutins.
6. Read ing to sick and blind.
?. Sinking at old folks home.
10 . Entertainments at Almshouses.
11.Auto ridet for shutins.
1? .Clerical work at United Charities.
13. Community survey.
14 .Assisting in Sunday evening chppel
s ervi ces .
1. Adoption of church scheme of
benevolence
.
E.Tore elaborate missionary plays.
Cooperation with humane
and anti-cruelty societies.
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2. An example of a men's brotherhood with a social
service program;
A Year ' s -program
September ; Community clam "bake, including field sports,
sinking, etc. Community organizations invited.
Reports from various organizations as to their
work for the year
October; Harvest home supper.
Securing of adequate athletic fielc forhoys.
November; Two bean tapper:
Evening ^iven over to study of schools. Talk
by City Supt. Raised funds to send boys to State
Y Conference. .toor girl taken to hospital.
December; Supper served in Domestic Science room at school.
The club and Church discussed.
Cooperation planned with churches in arranging
Christmas eve comnunity carol service.
January; Beef Stake su<ier.
Publi c hea 1th dis cuss ed .
Illustrated talk by physician.
Committee appointee to cooperate with projer
health authorities.
February; Father and Son Panquet
Study of -"incoln. Speaker.
Report of health committee
Plans to help support district nurse.
I '.arch: Stand up supper
Special speakers on town problems.
Project of Farmers institute, and housing of
del egat es
•
April; Regular supper
Civic responsibility discussed.
Clean up and paint up week projected.
llay: Ladies night and banquet.
Topic; "The "^adiesV
Projection cT community memorial services.
June; Regular supper
History f town discussed.
Pageant embodying history of town arranged end
put on by club.

1
3. An example of a Church f'arun:
Facts of year j s forum
l.The first forum In the state.
E. Fourteen meetings held.
?.Attendence -was 300 to 700
,
average of 400,
4. Cost was 1,200 dollars. Balance of ?0 doll
5 .Speakers from four states.
6. Subjects were as follows-.
"Feeding the world: Is it America's Job?"
"The Truth abo,.t Russia"
"The Golden Rule in Business'.'
" Communi ty pr ob lems
"
"The Church and Industrial conflict'.'
"The America of tomorrow"
"The City Manager Form of Government '.'
"The Her chant and the Profiteer'.'
"America anielhe Orient!
"Bolshevism"
"Cur lational Forests'.'
"Organized Labor ar.d Community!?
"The Farmers movement in America"
"The rresent Price Situation'.'
Arthur E.i Social wort in the Churches ,
4
co::clusioit
c
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COHOLUBIOI
The social viewpoint as presented in this Thesis is
not 4. nev/ cf&Tik It u.lrH-e*i« As has "been shown in foregoing discussioa
the social idea and ideal in human history "began me.ny years
ago* Through the evolutionary method of growth it has now
reached its most complete form an^- c tat-e . Down through the
ages this s oci al urge has forced its way until today tte J5*^
sociel scie nces^rank among-the—1 ead ing e a it iice s
,
anj^ifiankind
has grouped himself into a most comjlex social unit-^nd order.
Religion lias in some degree always embodied the social .
ideal and jassion. Along with every theology there has/geen^
a n anthr opology • The Bible is a great example of this fact.
Beginning with the law and running through the prophets and
the poetic literature o f the 0>ld "testament this social ideal
and spirit is evident. In the Niew Testament one finds the
greatest collection of social teachings from ai ethical arc
religious standpoint to he found anywhere. Christ himself
live<?
,
taught and demonstrated all of the great social ideels.
His life was an embodiment of eocial living and- human ministry.
He has been rightly hailed as the great social reformer and
proletariat leader of history. like the prophets of old he
loved genuine service and hated hyprorsy. His religion was a
religion of action. He taught ajixutt God as k*4-rrE" a Heavenly
Father, and this world as His world, and humanity Hie people.
His religion was all incisive, redemptive and constructive!
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Unfortunately, however, Christ's religion was doomed
far a set back, for the social ideal so clearly outlined in
His teachings and practiced in the earl;'- church were soon
'
eclii sed by the eccleastical machinery and theology of the *
later church. The social emphasis was transferred to the
background and the speculative "brought to the front. The real
istues of the Christian religion were side-tracked for many
years, "but never completely lest. The present era is witnessing
exactly the opposite. The speculative p tese of religion today
is rapidly being ushered to the rear end the religion of
ai plied Christianity escorted to the front. It is a happy sign.
Assuming the social ideal, then, as one of the underlying
girders of the Christian religion, the modern Christian is
faced immediately with the multitude of social problems evident
on every hand today. If he is alive at all he is aware of the
world wide unrest. t»n all sides he comes face to face with
social evils. In industry he sees continual war^and strife;
everywhere he sees ill-health, s ickaass and disease; in
the affairs of the state he is aware of polluted politics,
lawlessness and crime, all of which demand s«w th o ught i
Race relations were never keener and so concentrated as today.
International relations are on a ragged edge and saturated
with tne oil of jealousy and. selfish pride. It takes little
to ignite falee patriotism today. The question of war is
-&r
before ti.e Christian as it has never been before. He who would
call himself a disciple of the Kezarene in these deys must
give evidence of the faith that is in him and so demonstrate it.
(
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This conc.it ion of world 7?ide social unrest has but
one answer onthe ;art of the Christian religion. The two
cannot co-exist at the sar.e tine fcr a very long period. As
Lincoln once said of the State nTt cannot remain half slave
and half free'.' So with the social order. It it not Christian; \^
neither is it permeated with the spirit of the r.aster worthy
of recognition. It is far from even ideal humanize ti on. There
is but one thing Christianity can do, and that if to change
existing conditions and usher in what Jesus j/alj-ed the Kingdom
of God, which is "being interpreted - the Kingdom o^right
re la ti oiiships.
To cccompMsh this social task demands a social
institution through which the spirit and practice of the
Bplxlt of Christ can work, Christendom already has that
instrument in the form of the Church, Christ founded Fis
Church on a broad social basis, end invited all who cared
to come to hand thei.E elves in His nene for the upbuilding
of the Kingdom of God on eartho Christian people have always
erred when they have left the Church to do that which Christ
conceived as the work of the Church, In other words, the
social ministry is not a work epert from the Church, but a
very essential phase of its vital life. Social service apart^
-j^v*
from religion becomes self-centered and loses its power,"
The Church must once more assume the ptat^r position
in the way of human service, and begin to minister to the
multitude as did its f ounder in Galileo many yearI a^o.
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The Christian church of today must "begin to serve
in a more socialized way than ever "before© It is net enough
that it minister to the religious side of nan and form an
avenue of worship and devotion. Ibi field is too large for
such a limitation. All fences and walls so constructed must/, j
"be broken down. The entire life of mankind must he flooded
\
M>^5*,r
with the gospel of Christ if ever the church is to achieve /
its high and noble purpose.
The church must enter into social relations, then,
and seek: to minister to the whole of man in every way po.-sible.
This does not mean that every church must become a highly
organized and. ecpuip^ed community center house, or that it go
into the Duein6ss of social reform, but it does mean that
every local church is to become a Christianizing center for
the social life about it* This accomplis hne nt demands a
social vision, social information and understanding of the
community encircling the parish, and necessary machinery for
executing eocial righteousness • Part three of this section
gives some idea of wfcat the average 1. cal church can do in
ministering to society. The ordinary channels of ohurch life
can be made most effective social agencies, once the eocial
ideal has been caught by the church leaders.
The Christian church has a rich heritage, but it
also has a most cnall ending task. Ho other institution in the
world, has the redemption of the world 0] on its shoulders. Once
the church comes into a full appreciation of this fact, its
membership will rise as one body and minister the ohristian
religion to humanity in the way its author intended!
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C0MP32E3HSIVE SUIZ'AEY
TEE SOCIAL II HISTRY C? TEE LOCAI CEUPCE
PART OBE: Tn2 EACF-CtP.OUID FOR A SCOT .11 MUTTS TRY-
-Chapter one-
The Bo bit1 ideal is as old as society itself. Ever
since the abearance of a social unity emong the tribes
of early civilization, nan has continued to think socially.
In t ne wr it i ngs o f C onfu cius , Eamnur ab i , Fie t o , and
others the social ideal has found its place. Down
through the ages this seed of social science has own,
gathering perspective and meaning as tine lengthened,
-Chap ter tnop
The Bible is an excellent example of social thinking
in religious history. The Hebrew race not only contributed
much to religious philosophy, but they also set an ideal
of social living thet in many features has not bee:
surpasseda i:oses was their great social leader. Ee called
the first general strike. The lew and the psalms ejpress
Israel's social passion. The prophets, culminating in
Jesus uhrist present to history an array of social teachers
of no little worth and V£?.lue Christ taught great social
ideals. Ee spoke about the brotherhood ?f riankind, and
so lived and died as to stamp forever upon the mind cf
mankind the importance of the social gospel,
-Chapter threes
A survey of church history revedls a nost unf or tunete
eclijSe of this seel cl ideal clearly evidenced in the
life end teachings of Jesus and in the practice of the
early Christian church. The high ideals of Apostolic days
vere soon eclipsed with the speculation of eccleas ti cisn.
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-Chtp ter four-
The Christian church of today stands et the crossroads
of social service. Behind it lie the years of r.i sap[ r opiated
zeal and religious expression, ah«ad of it ap | ^ars the dawn
°£ a new era when the church will tonkle life whole.

The world of today is experiencing a varied unrest, Irerj
phase of life ie expzc-rincing change. Social evils are
rampant. Complexity of life and progress in science and
invention have ushered in undreamed of problems end sodal
situations. Disease, poverty, lawlessness, crime, war,
immorality
,
illiteracy aa d the like form the "battle line
of social redemption today. The church in facing this
condition has a mighty challenge and task ahead of it.
-Chapter five-
Port unately, however, there is a tendency in the. modern
church to do something in the way of social service and
ri^ht prese. t cay conditions. Example of concrete service
being rendered by the church are available on all hands.
I!any opportunities for social service are beconir.g the
church that is wide awake to its mission. Enrichment of
the entire life is more and more becoming the goal of
the moc.ern Christian church.
-Chapter six-
There are a number of general principles that should
guide local churches in outlining a social service prog
Care must be taken and efficiency held in mind at all time
The field of labour is in the community, primarily, in the
way of education, public health, industry, immigration,
public morals, international rei tions as they ralate
themselves to the local community, spiritual illiteracy,
lawlessness, crime, and the like. Leadership in the Church
in the wa; of social service ma; consist in the followi ng
:
Pastor, Ilinister 6f social service, la;- leadership, a
social service committee, sub-committ es s en d comissiois
,
direct a:d indirect agencies within the church, and agenci
available to the church without its parish. Any social
service program must be outlined and drawn up to meet
local needs, and thus can in no way be stereotypy d. Seen
church met work out its own s alvation, keeping in mint
always the ideals and scope of the social gospel.
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